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BACKGROUND NOTE
By the Secretariat1
Introduction
Why does the airline sector matter?
1.
Between 1980 and 2013, the airline sector has grown substantially. According to the International
Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO), passenger trips increased from 4.028 billion in 1980 to 19.125 billion
in 2012.2 International scheduled passenger traffic grew by 5.2% in 2013 in comparison to 2012 and is
expected to reach over 6.4 billion passenger by 2030.3
2.
The number of travellers has increased because, among many other things, prices have decreased
significantly in response to increasing competition in the air transport market. For example, “in 1974 the
cheapest round-trip New York-Los Angeles flight (in inflation-adjusted dollars) that regulators would
allow: $1,442. Today one can fly that same route for $268”.4
3.
With respect to cargo, although only around 0.5% of the volume of world trade shipments is
carried by air, it accounts for over 35% in terms of its value. This means that air transport is indispensable
for the speedy delivery of high value commodities, and other time-sensitive and perishable goods.
4.
Increasing demand for air transport services has been facilitated by, and contributed to, the
expansion of the global reach of airline networks. In 2012, airlines launched new services for a net addition
of 974 airport pairs, while flight frequencies remained stable.5 Expanded networks increase air
connectivity, which in turn increases states’ access to foreign markets. Overall, increased connectivity has
been found to enhance the economy’s overall performance and productivity.6
5.
It is expected that, by 2026, aviation will contribute $1 trillion to world’s GDP. Worldwide,
aviation and related tourism generate over 56 million jobs, of which 8.36 million are directly linked to the
aviation sector. Around 35% of international tourists travel by air.7 These numbers clearly illustrate how
vital the international airline sector is in the increasingly inter-connected and globalised world’s economy.
Air transportation spurs international trade and investment, tourism as well as growth of many other
industries, thereby contributing to the growth of the overall economy.

1

This paper was written by Mona Chammas and Anna Pisarkiewicz with a valuable contribution from
Simon Bricka, OECD Competition Division. All footnotes are cited in full in the bibliography attached to
this Background Note.

2

Author’s calculations from World Bank international and domestic passenger data, based on an ICAO
Press Release, 16 December 2013.

3

ICAO Press Release, 16 December 2013.

4

Breyer (2011).

5

IATA (2013), Annual Review.

6

For a detailed economic overview of the benefits of the aviation industry on consumers, public finances
and the global economy see country reports prepared by IATA in cooperation with Oxford Economics.

7

IATA (2013), Annual Review.
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6.
The impact of the airline sector on the performance of other industries and global economy
explains why it is essential to ensure that airlines operate in a level playing field.
Why does airline competition matter?
7.
Since the airline sector has been de-regulated, air travel has to a large extent become a
commodity and air services have become market-driven. Driven by lower prices and growing income, air
traffic for passengers and cargo has grown exponentially. Airlines started offering lower fares to
consumers under the pressure from increasing competition, which was spurred by liberalisation and deregulation of the air transport sector. While many agree that overall the evolution of the sector has
produced significant benefits to consumers, concerns about anti-competitive behaviours remain.
8.
One of the most striking features of the international air transport sector is the variety and number
of co-operation arrangements between airlines. These are typically used to reduce costs and spread the
operational risk. However, any kind of horizontal co-operation between airlines, be it a basic interlining
agreement or a full horizontal merger, may produce anti-competitive effects. In addition, many airlines (in
particular incumbent carriers) may still have the ability and incentives to abuse the dominant position they
inherited from the period preceding liberalisation. For example, legacy carriers may use their privileged
position in a hub airport or engage in a predatory strategy with a view to deterring entry into the market in
which they are present.
9.
Given the nature and scope of air transport activities, the lack of a level playing field as well as
harm from anti-competitive transactions or behaviours in the airline sector may have a deleterious effect on
other sectors as well as the economy as a whole.
10.
This Background Note highlights the most pressing and timely concerns that competition
authorities are likely to face with respect to the international air transport sector. It focuses on civil
international air transportation for passengers. Vertical aspects (e.g. airline-agent relationship) and purely
cargo and domestic matters are excluded for purposes of the present Roundtable and Background Note.
Section 1 describes the current regulatory framework and main features of the airline industry. Section 2
provides an overview of the competitive landscape in which airlines operate, and Section 3 addresses
antitrust enforcement and airline competition issues.
1.

Features of the airline industry

11.
This section provides background on the airline industry operating environment, focusing first on
liberalisation and de-regulation (section 1.1.), then on various business models that have sprung up
following liberalisation (section 1.2.). This section turns next to airlines’ financial distress, a recurrent
problem in the airline industry (section 1.3.).
1.1.

Liberalisation of the air transportation industry

12.
In contrast to many other industries with transnational reach, airlines’ commercial freedom is
subject to many restrictions. Airlines operating international air transport services have to comply with
different and often complex international and national regulatory regimes. Applicable regimes may control
the market by putting in place a specific economic regulation, but they may also pursue policy
considerations in such diverse areas as environment safety, consumer and environmental protection. While
these additional policy considerations also have an impact on economic dynamics, the overview of the
regulatory framework provided below is limited to economic regulation.
13.
Regulation of air transportation. The Chicago Convention of 1944 established the International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), a specialised agency of the United Nations charged with the co4
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ordination and regulation of civil international aviation. At the same time, the Convention established
formally that every State has “complete and exclusive sovereignty over airspace above its territory”.8 This
principle still influences and limits today’s international air transportation, since it gave every States the
power to decide who is allowed to fly through its airspace, including landing and take-off. The Convention
also strengthens that international air transport services should be established on the basis of “equality of
opportunity and operated soundly and economically”.9 As of 2013, the Chicago Convention had 191 state
signatories. In contrast, the regulation of domestic air services has been left to individual countries.
14.
The WTO-GATS Annex on Air Transport Services applies to international air services, but
traffic rights and traffic-related services, which form the largest part of air transport services, have been
excluded.10 This explains why most of air transport services are regulated and negotiated by sovereign
states, predominantly through bilateral air service agreements (ASAs).
15.
ASAs are the main legal basis on which international air services are provided today. ASAs
typically determine the economic conditions, under which airlines can access, operate and provide services
across the two signatory countries (reciprocal traffic rights). Such conditions can be far reaching, e.g.
setting routes, frequencies and capacities. According to IATA, as of 2007, there were over 3,000 active
ASAs. This means that, despite the global nature of air transportation, airlines continue to operate under
complex, fragmented and diversified regulatory frameworks.
16.
Most bilateral ASAs include restrictions on foreign ownership and control, under which airlines
operating designated international air transport services, must be “substantially owned and effectively
controlled” by one of the contracting states.11 While such restrictions are to some extent justified by
various safety and security reasons, they effectively “impose an artificial industry structure on the air
carrier sector that does not exist in other industries”,12 thereby limiting the airlines’ commercial freedom.
In particular, the ownership and control rules restrict the possibility for cross-border mergers and
acquisitions, a restriction that does not exist in other industries.
17.
Besides state-imposed regulation, airlines have launched a number of self-regulation initiatives,
which have also shaped how the airline industry operates. In particular, the International Air Transport
Association (IATA) was established in 1947 to provide technical support to ICAO and to adopt industry
standards.13 Today, IATA members represent approximately 85% of total air traffic worldwide.14
18.
De-regulation and liberalisation. Liberalisation in the aviation sector presaged major structural
changes. First, in 1978, the United States’ (U.S.) Congress passed the Airline De-regulation Act, which
effectively liberalised the U.S. domestic aviation market after 40 years of restrictive regulation. A year
later, US Congress adopted the International Air Transportation Competition Act with a view of promoting
liberalised bilateral ASAs with other countries. A major break-through with respect to international
aviation took place in 1992 when the U.S. signed the first Open Skies agreement with the Netherlands,
8

ICAO (1944), Chicago Convention, First Edition.

9

ICAO (2006), Chicago Convention, Ninth Edition.

10

WTO, General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS), Annex on Air Transport Services, April 1994.

11

The ownership restriction determines the maximum percentage of airline shares that can be owned by
foreign nationals.

12

ICAO (2013), ‘Working Paper on Air Carrier Ownership and Control Clauses in Bilateral Air Services
Agreements’.

13

For information about IATA, see: http://www.iata.org/about/Pages/index.aspx.

14

See section 3.3.c. below for further developments on IATA standards.
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which eliminated capacity and frequency constraints for flights between the two countries. Today, the U.S.
has over 100 open-skies agreements.15
19.
After the U.S., many other countries followed suit and undertook to liberalise their airline sector,
which often included privatisation of state-owned airlines. New Zealand started liberalising its airline
sector in 1983, Canada in 1984 and Australia in 1990. The European Union (E.U.) implemented
liberalisation measures during the period from 1988 to 1997. Although many countries have liberalised
their aviation sector, as of 2007 only 17% of international air traffic was conducted in a liberalised
operational environment.16 Thus, despite important progress, many countries still have to liberalise “their”
airline sectors.17 Liberalisation may vary across countries taking into account “the unique characteristics of
their own economic, political, and physical conditions”.18
20.
Impact of liberalisation: Various authors have examined the impact of liberalisation on such
diverse and at the same time inter-related aspects as connectivity, network structure, competition,
consolidation and pricing. While mixed findings have been reported, it is safe to say that liberalisation has
produced some clear benefits. With increased competition, prices have fallen, productivity has increased,
airline networks have been optimised and the number of passengers has increased.19 In addition to the
positive impact on competition, liberalisation of the airline sector decidedly has a potential to significantly
contribute to the growth of the overall economy.
21.
De-regulation and liberalisation of the air transport sector raise continuing questions regarding
government intervention. Air transport “markets” were not a given: both governments and airlines are
learning how to navigate the growingly liberalised environments and market dynamics. Open market
forces may still fail sometimes and lead to economic inefficiency, market foreclosure or consumer harm.
One of the main regulatory changes following liberalisation was the progressive adoption of competition
laws around the world.
1.2.

Business models and industry consolidation

22.
De-regulation and liberalisation of civil air transportation have opened the door to dramatic
changes in the airline industry. Two essential game changers distinguish the airline industry of today from
that of 1975: low-cost carriers (LCCs) have entered the markets, leading to a range of new business
models. In parallel, the industry has been marked by a consolidation trend, which essentially took place
through airline alliances.
a.

LCC entry and new business models

23.
LCC entry. De-regulation of air transport markets dominated mostly by state-owned or legacy
carriers enabled entry by low-cost carriers (LCCs) in various parts of the world. LCCs penetrated the air
15

For the full list of the US Open Skies partners, see: http://www.state.gov/e/eb/rls/othr/ata/114805.htm.

16

IATA (2007).

17

For example, ASEAN countries have to fully liberalise air transport services by 2015.

18

Shaw, et al. (2009).

19

For a critical study of the impact of de-regulation, see e.g. Goetz and Vowles (2009) who identified “The
Good, the Bad and the Ugly” of de-regulation and liberalisation policies over a 30-year period. The Good
referred to higher passenger volumes, more service to the most popular destinations and lower fares on
average. The Bad referred to financial and employment instability, lower quality of airline services overall,
fewer flights and higher fares for flights to smaller places. The Ugly referred to the loss of $30 billion
overall and the bankruptcy of high-profile carriers over the period 2000-2005.
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transport markets by offering low-fare, point-to-point and no-frill flights, mainly on short-haul routes
where there was sufficient potential demand from price-sensitive consumers. Overall, LCCs have grown
rapidly. Worldwide they account for 26% of total seat capacity and for 22% of total frequency.20
24.
In parallel to LCC entry, legacy carriers undertook a number of steps to rationalise their
operations by replacing point-to-point structure with a hub-and-spoke network. A hub-and-spoke network,
which typically consists of a central airport (the hub) and many secondary airports (spokes), has emerged
as the most efficient model for this type of airlines: it allows airlines to optimise their operations by
exploiting economies of scale, scope and density.
25.
Shortly after the industry liberalisation, the landscape of the aviation markets was thus relatively
simply to describe as it featured two main business models: full-service carriers (FSCs), i.e. legacy airlines;
and LCCs, the new entrants.21 The main characteristics that distinguish FSC and LCC business models are
summarised in Table 1 below:
Table 1. Comparison of FSC and LCC business models
Features

FSCs

LCCs

Core business

Passenger and Cargo

Passenger

Consumer base

All – economy and business

Economy

Network

Hub-and-spoke often at main airports

Point-to-point often between secondary
airports

Coverage

Domestic,
international
intercontinental

Domestic and continental

Ticketing

Round-trip ticket

One-way ticket

Ticket selling

Various distribution channels (e.g.
agency, direct)

Direct on-line

Aircraft

Cabin divided into economy and
premium (first/business) class

Single class cabin

Fleet

Diversified

Uniform

Product bundling/
differentiation

Frills (i.e. complimentary services)

No frills

Customer management

FFP

No FFP

and

26.
These features have to various extents contributed to the fact that LCCs have lower operating
costs than legacy carriers.22 But LCCs have also lower profit margins than legacy carriers (due to no
premium class), which requires a high load factor. Over time, as legacy carriers seek to improve their cost
efficiency in order to respond to competition from LCCs, cost advantage of low-cost carriers may be
reduced and price competition alone may become unsustainable.
20

International Transport Forum data.

21

Charter carriers are included in the low-cost carrier category: they provide low-cost air services and focus
mainly on tourism, short-haul flights and price-sensitive holiday passengers.

22

Differences in operating costs typically have their source in higher seating density and higher daily aircraft
utilisation. According to IATA (2006), in 2004 the operating costs per available seat kilometre (ASK) of
the three largest US network airlines were 36% higher than those of Southwest (the main US low-cost
carrier). In Europe, this difference was also quite substantial as operating costs of legacy carriers in 2004
were 40% and 64% higher than those of EasyJet and Ryanair respectively.
7
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27.
Hybridisation. In response to increasing competition and changing consumers’ behaviours,
airlines continuously adapt their business models. This evolution is reflected by the hybridisation of
airlines’ business models. There is growing consensus that “there is now a continuum of different business
models in play rather than a simple categorization by discrete groups”.23 Klophaus et al (2012), for
example, having examined European airlines operating on the four largest LCC markets in Europe
(Germany, Italy, Spain and the UK), found that it was more appropriate to classify the airlines as: (i) pure
LCC, (ii) hybrid carrier with dominating LCC characteristics, (iii) hybrid carrier with dominating fullservice airline characteristics, and (iv) full-service airline.24 Examples from the industry reveal the ongoing
hybridisation of airlines’ business models. As illustrated in Box 1 below, features that were previously seen
as pertaining to a specific business model may no longer be seen as such.
Box 1. Hybridisation of airlines’ business models
On the FSC side: Certain FSCs have moved to offer low-cost services. Aer Lingus, has turned from the typical
network carrier model to a low cost model that specialises in long-haul routes. Other legacy carriers, such as Qantas,
Singapore or Lufthansa responded to competition from LCCs by creating their own LCC: Jetstar, Tiger and German
Wings respectively. Some legacy airlines set up a joint venture to offer low-cost air services.25 In addition, FSCs are
un-bundling their offer, separating no-frill flights from ancillary services, and pricing them separately.26 FSCs are also
increasingly offering tickets via their own website rather than through traditional distribution channels.27 Fleet
homogeneity or heterogeneity also no longer allows differentiating between FSC and LCC,28 as FSCs today tend to
rely on homogenous fleet, at least on short-haul routes.
On the LCC side: Some LCCs have adopted the FSC model. Virgin Australia, for example, initially a LCC known as
Virgin Blue, has become a full-service airline operating both domestic and international flights. LCCs are also
increasingly offering FSC-like services, such as frequent flyers programs, priority boarding and extra luggage, as
opposed to their traditional no-frill offer.29 These new services reflect LCCs’ move towards attracting demand from
more customer segments (e.g. business passengers). LCCs further seek to geographically expand their networks by
offering long-haul routes and by moving to primary airports: e.g. Air Berlin, Aer Lingus and Meridiana have
launched long-haul routes, whereas Ryanair has expanded to Brussels International Airport.30

28.
The on-going hybridisation of airline business models is not surprising. Both established and new
airlines need to have flexible business models to continuously adapt and remain profitable in a competitive
environment. When examining competitive interactions between firms operating different business models,
23

Lohmann and Koo (2013).

24

Klophaus et al. (2012). See also CAPA (2013), ‘Airlines in Transition Reports’, which address some of the
key transformational issues faced by the aviation industry including hybridisation, as LCCs evolve towards
full service and as legacy airlines look for LCC solutions.

25

E.g. Jetstar Japan was created by Qantas and Japan Airlines while Jetstar Hong Kong was created by
Qantas and China Eastern Airlines.

26

For example, some airlines have stopped offering complementary food for economy passengers (e.g. North
American airlines), while others have started introducing fees for checked baggage (e.g. KLM and British
Airways on their European routes) or charging for seat reservation.

27

Traditional distribution channels include mainly Global Distributions Systems (GDSs) and on-line or brick
and mortar travel agencies.

28

Klophaus et al (2012) and Gillen and Gados (2008).

29

Such as Air Berlin in Europe and WestJet in Canada.

30

While various authors have questioned the viability of the long-haul low-cost carrier model, it remains to
be seen whether LCCs operating transatlantic routes can successfully compete with legacy airlines on such
markets. See e.g. Wit and Zuidberg (2012) and Morrell (2008).
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LCC-FSC competition seems more effective than LCC-LCC competition. In other words, LCCs have put
downward price pressure primarily on FSCs, while potentially avoiding to compete head-to-head against
other LCCs.31
b.

Consolidation and co-operation through alliances

29.
Liberalisation of air transport increased competition and prompted airlines not only to rationalise
their own structure (e.g. hub-and-spoke), but also to find opportunities for growth through co-operation and
consolidation with other airlines. This mainly took place in the airline industry through alliances.
“Alliances” refer in this paper to any kind of horizontal co-operation agreement falling short of a merger,
which may vary widely in scope and strength, as explained further in this section. The reasons for airlines
to enter into an alliance are primarily legal and economic:
•

Legal rationale. Multinational companies and cross-border mergers are common in most
industries. In the airline industry, cross-border mergers between airlines are uneasy due to
nationality and ownership restrictions remaining in most open skies or ASAs. Under open skies
agreements, the signatory countries grant their respective air carriers an operating license and
traffic rights to fly between both countries. For that, they usually require that carriers be owned or
controlled by nationals or by the state. A merger would usually entail a switch of control and
ownership, leading the merged or acquired airline to lose its nationality, hence its traffic rights on
international routes. This is why consolidation at international level is essentially achieved
through alliances. Alliances, although varying in depth, allow indeed for co-operation and
pooling of activities while preserving allied airlines’ ownership and control.32

•

Economic rationale. Alliance strategies are rooted in network economics and in the globalisation
of the economy: airlines’ network and worldwide presence has become a comparative and
competitive advantage.33 It would be unsustainable however for each airline to serve alone every
destination, while demand patterns vary in number, density, time and geography. Alliances
enable airlines to broaden and deepen their network, to grow and to rationalise their costs,
without expanding their own aircraft capacity or route offering. Alliances are thus seen as the
second-best option after mergers to bring upon economies of density, scale and scope. Indian’s
SEBI authority recalled the benefit-enhancing potential of alliances in its 2013 decision re: Jet
Airways and Etihad’s alliance:
Commercial co-operation agreements are entered into by airlines to expand their respective
networks to compete more effectively with other airlines, […]. Such an agreement merely
facilitates rationalization of costs, efficiencies of scale and the ability to service different parts of
the world by leveraging the presence of the partner airlines in that market.34

30.
Early airline alliances consisted primarily in basic bilateral interlining (arms-length)
arrangements. Interlining occurs when a passenger flies using just one ticket for the whole journey, with
31

Cento (2008) argues that “some LCCs have tried to avoid mutual competition”. Further studies may
however need to evaluate the degree to which LCCs exert a competitive constraint on FSCs rather than
other LCCs.

32

Whereas at domestic level (i.e. between carriers from the same country), consolidation occurs mainly
through mergers.

33

Notably vis-à-vis strong and dynamic competition from LCCs and from Gulf carriers (although Qatar
Airways joined Oneworld on 30 October 2013). See EU/DOT Alliance Report (2010).

34

India, Securities and Exchange Board decision, Acquisition of Shares of Jet Airways by Etihad (2014).
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multiple flight legs and distinct carriers. Interlining makes multi-carrier journeys seamless: at a transit
airport, passengers do not have to collect their luggage or to check in again, and their baggage will
automatically follow through to their final destination.35 Deeper and more effective interlining co-operation
emerged through code-sharing agreements. Under a code-share agreement, a flight operated by one carrier
(“operating carrier”) can be marketed by partner airlines too (“marketing carriers”) under their own code
and designator. In other words, code-sharing allows two or more airlines to share the same flight while
selling tickets on this flight as their own. Towards the late 1990s, co-operation grew on a multi-lateral level
and resulted in the crystallisation of the industry around three global branded alliances: Star, SkyTeam and
OneWorld.36 These global alliances capture 55% of the global market share, measured in available seatkilometres for total scheduled passengers.37 The remaining 45% is shared among LCCs and other nonallied airlines.
31.
The following graph, from the EU/USDOT report on alliances, summarises the main types of
airline alliances according to their degree of co-operation and integration:38

32.
As shown in the above graph, every alliance may vary in width and depth. In practice, alliances
may consist in a complex combination of features and should thus be examined on a case-by-case basis.
Although various typologies may be offered to classify airline alliances, most alliances fall in one of these
two categories:
•

Low-level to mid-level co-operation: these are “traditional” or “standard” alliances ranging from
basic interlining agreements, to co-operation pertaining to airport lounges, terminals, IT
platforms, check-in operations, frequent flyer programs or code-sharing. Star, SkyTeam and
OneWorld fall in this first category, to varying degrees.

35

Beuve-Méry and Struk (2007).

36

Star Alliance was established in 1997, Oneworld in 1999 and SkyTeam in 2000.

37

CAPA, Centre for Aviation (2011).

38

EU/DOT Alliance Report (2010).
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•

High-level co-operation and integration (“joint ventures”): these are far-reaching agreements
involving (i) coordination on competition parameters, such as prices, schedules, capacity,
facilities and other sensitive information; (ii) sharing costs, revenue and/or profits; and/or (iii)
acquiring a (minority) interest in allied airlines.

33.
The latter category of alliances, namely far-reaching joint ventures, are deemed more likely to
achieve merger-like synergies and efficiencies. At the same time, they may require substantial investments
by the allied airlines to implement the foreseen level of integration, and integration can be difficult to
adjust or unwind if needed. Integrated joint ventures among actual or potential competitors are also more
likely to give rise to competition concerns.39
34.
Alliance dynamics and inter-alliance competition may evolve over time, depending on the
regulatory and economic environment in which allied and non-allied airlines operate. Today’s driving
alliance dynamics and trends are summarised in Box 2 below:
Box 2. Recent trends in airline alliance dynamics
Growth. The evolution of airline alliances and partnerships has been rapid and far reaching;40 co-operation
between airlines has overall increased in breadth and depth.41
Stratification. Within the three global alliances, Star, SkyTeam and OneWorld, more integrated joint ventures
are being set up by sub-groups of allied airlines.42 Code-share agreements and joint ventures are also concluded
between alliance members and non-allied airlines.43 These spin-offs may provide additional benefits while at the
same disturbing the global alliance dynamic.
Regulatory. As long as nationality and ownership limitations are contained in ASAs stand firm, deeply
integrated JVs will remain airlines’ main strategy to access global markets.44 On the regulatory side though,
“there are some signs of a less protectionist approach, with more openness to considering cross-border
ownership and control, facilitating greater use of equity stakes.”45

39

See section 3.2. below for a competition assessment of alliances.

40

CAPA (2013), ‘Airlines in Transition Part 1’.

41

EU/DOT Alliance Report (2010).

42

For example, (i) Star Alliance’s United/Continental, Lufthansa and Air Canada engaged into a transatlantic
joint venture involving extensive cooperation on pricing, capacity and scheduling coordination as well as
the sharing or revenues, (ii) Star Alliance’s Air Canada and United engaged into a US/Canada revenuesharing joint venture, (iii) SkyTeam’s Delta, Northwest, Air France, KLM, Alitalia and Czech Airlines
engaged into a transatlantic joint venture involving a metal neutral joint venture between Delta, Northwest,
Air France and KLM, and (iv) Oneworld’s American Airlines, British Airways, Finnair, Iberia and Royal
Jordanian Airlines engaged into a transatlantic joint venture involving cooperation on all flights and
services.

43

Nowadays, 14% of Star Alliances routes and 38% of OneWorld routes are operated with non-members.
CAPA (2013) ‘Airline Alliances – what Future? Global, Multilateral and Bilateral Partnerships are
Evolving’.

44

Ibid.

45

CAPA (2013), ‘Airlines in Transition Part 1’.
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Equity. Equity-based alliances are emerging as a growing consolidation model. Equity investments, such as
Etihad’s or Lufthansa’s minority stakes in other airlines, can secure and deepen an existing partnership, 46 signal
a proprietorial position,47 prevent a competitor from taking a partner over, and facilitate mutual learning.
LCC entry. Global alliances members are predominantly FSCs or legacy carriers. Alliances do not exclude the
possibility of opening up to LCCs, provided it would be mutually beneficial.48 A recent phenomenon of alliance
hybridisation is slowly emerging, as SkyTeam, for instance, unveiled in 2012 a platform for partnership with
selected LCCs.49 Whether cautious openings will benefit or disrupt alliances and competition altogether,
remains to be seen. LCCs may also find more opportunities in strategic bilateral JVs with selected FSCs.
Gulf carriers. Alliances have faced a shift of global power towards Asia in recent years.50 Gulf carriers in
particular - Emirates, Etihad and Qatar Airways – post the world’s strongest growth rates and attract growing
international demand. Qatar Airways joined OneWorld in 2013, but Emirates and Etihad are pursuing their own
partnership strategies.51 These carriers are described as the main threat and destabilising factor to global
alliances and legacy carriers. At the same time, Gulf carriers’ success may incentivise inter-alliance competition
to remain attractive and competitive.

35.
Accordingly, while global alliances are still at the heart of co-operation and consolidation in the
industry, strategic joint ventures within and outside global alliances, hybridisation processes, and Gulf
carriers’ growth, will keep shaping and shaking the alliance world. The evolution and consolidation of the
airline industry through alliances suggests that alliance competition may to some extent replace airline
competition.
1.3.

Financial distress and government intervention

36.
The airline industry has been famous throughout the years for featuring a large number of
distressed companies, bankruptcies and market exits. Is financial distress inherent to the industry? Are
most airlines condemned to face financial difficulties at some point? What explains that legacy carriers are
struggling, whereas most low-cost carriers52 and new full-service carriers53 have been successful? Is it a
46

CAPA (2013) ‘Airline Alliances – what Future? Global, Multilateral and Bilateral Partnerships are
Evolving’.

47

As of January 2014, Etihad’s investments included 29% of Airberlin, 40% of Air Seychelles, 19.9% of
Virgin Australia, 24% of Jet Airways, 3% of Aer Lingus, 49% of Air Serbia and 33.3% of Darwin Airline,
CAPA (2014).

48

See discussion with alliance representatives and leaders in CAPA (2013) ‘Airline Alliances – what Future?
Global, Multilateral and Bilateral Partnerships are Evolving’.

49

Star is considering a similar opening, mainly targeting Brazil and India: CAPA (2013), ‘Star Alliance
Considers New Platform for Low-Cost Airlines, Targeting Brazil’s Azul & India’s IndiGo’.

50

Airline Leader, ‘Global Airline Alliances: Transformed by Antitrust Immunity, but Confronted by
Uncertainty’.

51

Emirates entered into partnership agreements with Qantas (Oneworld member) and Tap Portugal
(SkyTeam member), whereas Etihad is developing its own alliance network through equity-based
investments and code-sharing agreements. For further commentary on Gulf carriers’ impact on alliances,
see e.g. Parker (2013) and CAPA (2013), ‘Airlines in Transition Part 1’.

52

E.g. easyJet, Ryanair, Southwest and Spirit. Some LCCs discontinued their operations however, such as
SkyEurope (2009) Wind Jet (2012) in Europe.

53

E.g. Gulf carriers: Emirates, Etihad and Qatar Airways.
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matter of good management, business model, market structure, state support, legacy labour agreements, deregulation or remaining regulations?
37.
The primary question to most observers is whether de-regulation and liberalisation made air
carriers less viable financially. As S. Borenstein points out, at the time when carriers were state-owned and
heavily regulated, most of them were consistently unprofitable or “chronic loss-makers”.54 Their financial
distress was only less visible due to systematic subsidisation of the failing carriers. “Firms could count on
surviving even after chronic losses, and this expectation left its mark on their behaviour.”55
38.
Financial distress can result from a combination of internal and external factors. Internal factors
primarily pertain to bad management decisions, including excess capacity investments, inflated personnel,
excessive bureaucracy, unprofitable routes and ineffective network planning. External factors often consist
in fuel price volatility, financial and economic crises, shifting demand, labour costs or increased
competition (for example from LCCs). Japan Airlines, for example, faced serious financial difficulties in
2010 as a result of excess capacity (fleet) and personnel, unprofitable routes, bureaucratic management and
a drop in demand during the financial crisis.56 These reasons can become all the more important when
airlines facing changes in the market are confronted with rigidity stemming from labour legislations or the
lack of flexibility in their operations.
39.
Effective competition may also play a role in some airlines’ financial difficulties: in highly
competitive markets, only the most profitable and well-managed carriers may be sustainable. This holds
true for any industry, as competition rewards the most efficient players at the expense of the others. On the
other hand, unfair competition may cause or exacerbate financial distress: state-supported new entrants (as
alleged of some LCCs and Gulf carriers), tax-free airports, and low-cost employment in some regions, are
often pointed to as reasons for legacy carriers’ difficulties. Unfair competition raises the broader and
uneasy question of what a level playing field is in the airline sector.
40.
An airline may have recourse to various tools to achieve financial recovery, one of which is
consolidation, through mergers and alliances. Although consolidation is likely subject to merger control,
competition authorities tend to take serious financial distress into account in assessing merger effects, and
may actually approve an otherwise anticompetitive merger if it would not be worse than losing the failing
airline absent the merger. The acquisition of Olympic Air by Aegean Airlines, for instance, was first
rejected in 2011 by the European Commission as entailing anti-competitive effects. In 2013, the same
merger was approved on failing firm grounds.57
41.
Where business recovery tools fail, governments face the question of whether or how to respond.
In the airline industry, failure may also have certain harmful consequences, such as reduced access and
frequency of air transport, adverse labour and social impact, lower coverage of small or remote areas,
negative impact on related businesses. These are reminders that, although privatised, airlines serve the
public interest and global economy, and airlines are not easy to replace. These various policy concerns
explain why governments have sometimes adopted rescue, bail-out or state aid plans.58 Such aids usually
come with strings attached, i.e. conditions to ensure sustainable recovery. A number of government aids
54

McCarthy (2013).

55

Kornai et al.

56

JFTC, Presentation by Commissioner Odagiri, 2014.

57

European Commission decisions Aegean Airlines/Olympic Air I (2011) and II (2013).

58

Government “intervention” may take various forms, e.g. capital injection, subsidies, loan grant, debt
forgiveness, tax advantage, or partial (re-)acquisition by the State.
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have proven successful, such as the bail-out of American carriers in 2001 and the rescue of Japan Airlines
in 2010.59
42.
Government aid can also be controversial, as it carriers various dangers, let alone the risk of a
failed rescue plan. The first danger is that state intervention may distort the playing field. As pointed by
ICAO, “some governments may be tempted to lend support to their airlines through means that could deny
the airlines of other States a fair and equal opportunity to compete.”60 A second danger is that state aid may
increase inefficiencies overall, as it sends a strong signal to the business that inefficient airlines could be
rescued.61 The challenge consists thus in determining whether the adverse consequences of letting a carrier
fail, outweigh the risks of un-levelling the playing field and of inducing potential longer-run inefficiencies.
43.
While competition laws ensure that companies’ practices do not distort competition, they cannot
generally prevent state-induced distortions of competition. The European Union is the only jurisdiction in
the world that has adopted binding “state aid law”, including rules and limitations applicable to state aid
envisaged by EU governments.62 These rules aim to ensure fair competition and a level playing field across
EU member States and companies; they have been applied to air transport.63 Concerns with subsidies can
arise at global level. They are sometimes, but not consistently, addressed in bilateral ASAs through the
enumeration of non-permissible state aid mechanisms likely to adversely affect a fair and competitive
environment.64

59

In 2001, the United States offered struggling American airlines US$ 5 billion in emergency aid (post 9/11)
and loan guarantees up to US$10 billion.59 The loan programme allowed airlines to recover, some of which
merged afterwards. Absent the bailout, airlines may have gone bankrupt before any merger and
stabilisation opportunity. More recently, Japan adopted a revitalisation plan in 2010 to rescue collapsing
legal carrier Japan Airlines. Revitalisation conditions included divestitures of affiliated companies and
reductions in capacity (aircrafts) and in labour costs. Two years later, the airline posted record profits.
Other rescue plans may prove less successful, as shown by the current financial difficulties faced by Air
India and Malaysian Airlines despite prior government intervention.

60

ICAO (2013), Working Paper on Fair Competition in International Air Transport.

61

This phenomenon is described by economist J. Kornai as the “soft budget constraint syndrome”; see
Kornai, ‘The Soft Budget Constraint’, http://faculty.vassar.edu/kennett/Kornai.htm and further
developments at https://www.sss.ias.edu/files/papers/econpaper19.pdf.

62

It also sets for a notification system under which governments must submit their aid plan for approval by
the European Commission. Articles 107 to 109 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union
contain the main dispositions regarding State aid in the European Union. These articles are complemented
by European Commission guidelines, including specific guidelines regarding rescue and restructuring aids
(Community Guidelines on State Aid for Rescuing and Restructuring Firms in Difficulty) in force since
2004. The European Commission is currently in the process of reviewing its guidelines for rescue and
restructuring aid for non-financial undertakings in difficulty.

63

At the same time, they may put the competitiveness of the EU industry at a competitive disadvantage in
relation to the rest of the world, where state aid remains un-regulated.

64

These provisions follow the ICAO guidelines: ICAO (2004), Manual on the Regulation of International Air
Transport
http://www.icao.int/sustainability/Documents/Compendium_FairCompetition/InternationalOrganisations/I
CAO-doc/ICAO-Doc9626_en.pdf. See also ICAO (2013), Working Paper on “Fair Competition in
International Air Transport”, 18-22 March 2013,
http://www.icao.int/sustainability/Documents/Compendium_FairCompetition/InternationalOrganisations/I
CAO-doc/ATConf6-wp004_en.pdf.
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2.

Competitive landscape of the airline industry

44.
To understand the competitive landscape in which airlines operate today, two central questions
are addressed in this section: What does an airline need to enter and compete in the provision of passenger
air transportation services? And what do airlines really compete on? The first question pertains to essential
inputs and potential barriers to market entry, such as take-off and landing slots (section 2.1). The second
question deals with the main parameters on which airlines compete, namely price and quality (section 2.2).
2.1.

“What does an airline need to enter and compete?”

45.
In the initial years of liberalisation of the air transport market, the airline industry was described
as being close to perfectly contestable.65 A perfectly contestable market exists where there are no barriers
to entry and no barriers to exit, so that potential competitors can engage in so-called ‘hit-and-run’
competition. This means that entry must be reversible and costless. While liberalisation of international air
transport markets is still ongoing, the current experience with de-regulated markets makes it clear that this
industry is to a large extent characterised by high barriers to entry, and thus can hardly be described as very
contestable.66
46.
To enter the market and compete in the provision of air transport services, a company essentially
needs aircrafts (e.g. through ownership or lease), operating licences and traffic rights, personnel, feeder
access, take-off and landing slots, and access to airport facilities (e.g. check-in facilities and gates). Some
of these inputs are not scarce (e.g. aircrafts), whereas other inputs may be limited in number or size (e.g.
airport facilities) and constitute barriers to entry. This type of barriers to entry is usually referred to as
exogenous or structural.
47.
Other barriers to entry may instead originate from the behaviours of firms present in the market,
which raise the costs for new entrants. These barriers to entry are usually referred to as endogenous or
strategic. Frequent flyer schemes, which increase consumers’ loyalty, are a good example.
a.

Exogenous/structural barriers

48.
Airport congestion today is arguably the most critical barrier deterring entry into certain routes.
Airport congestion occurs where demand exceeds airport capacity.
49.
According to IATA, as of April 2014, there were around 167 congested airports in the world: 100
in Europe, 36 in the Asia-Pacific region, 13 in North Asia, 11 in Middle East and Africa and only 7 in
America. Various studies show that the problem of congestions is most acute at major hub airports, such as
London Heathrow, Frankfurt and New York JFK.
50.
Given the gap between demand and airport capacity, and the unlikely expansion of most
congested airports, governments have adopted congestion management measures consisting essentially in
creating slots and introducing slot allocation rules.67 A slot is defined by IATA as “a permission given by a
coordinator for a planned operation to use the full range of airport infrastructure necessary to arrive or
depart at a Level 3 airport on a specific date and time.” A Level-3 airport is an airport that cannot meet
65

Bailey and Baumol (1984).

66

Baumol and Willig (1986); Goetz (2002); and Goetz and Vowles (2009).

67

To reduce the demand-to-capacity ratio, it is debated in the economic literature that policy-makers should
opt for capacity management and/or for demand management measures. See e.g. Airport slot allocation: a
time for change. See e.g. Madas and Zografos (2010).
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demand, either due to insufficient infrastructure/capacity or due to government-imposed restrictions.68
Slots consist thus mainly in take-off and landing rights permission at constrained airports.
51.
The scarcity of slots at capacity-constrained airports has led to the emergence of various primary
and secondary slot allocation regimes. Primary slot allocation refers to the first time a slot is established
and allocated (by the government or an appointed co-ordinator) to an air carrier. Secondary slot allocation
refers to slot trading between the primary slot holders and candidate airlines seeking new or additional
airport slots.
52.
Given the importance of slots for the operation of air transport services, it is essential that slotallocation regimes contribute to the creation of a level-playing field. Primary slot allocation should
therefore be guided by principles of neutrality, transparency and non-discrimination and should ensure the
most efficient use of slots by airlines. In many airports, however, slots have been allocated to incumbent
carriers, granting them a privilege based on their historical presence, but not on an efficiency evaluation.
New entrants would only be able to acquire slots if an incumbent carrier decided to return its slots to the
“pool”. The returned slots would then be re-allocated (by the pool co-ordinator) to another airline. Some
systems would favour re-allocation of returned slots to new entrants.69
53.
In various jurisdictions, like the EU, so-called “grandfather rights” were granted to primary slot
holders: if the slot holder operates at least 80% of its assigned slots during a given scheduling period, it can
keep the same slots for the next period. If the slot holder has not reached the threshold, the unused slots
have to be re-allocated (“use it or lose it” rule).70 Slot holders under such regime are not allowed to sell or
to buy slots as they wish. They may be allowed to exchange slots on a one-to-one basis, but this requires
that both airlines already be slot holders. As a result, there is no slot market and there is no such principle
as free or equal access under these primary slot allocation regimes. As pointed by the UK’s OFT (now
CMA), the “current system creates rigid incumbent slot holdings that are slow to respond to changes in
demand conditions and this inertia creates significant barriers to entry and expansion”.71
54.
In addition, the “use it or lose it” rule has led to adverse strategies and inefficiencies. A slotholding airline may decide to use a slot only to keep it, whereas the slot could be used more efficiently by
another airline. Slot holders’ withholding strategies, combined with rigid slot allocation rules, raise barriers
to entry and expansion at most constrained airports. The above concerns have led most policy makers
around the world to favour the creation of a slot market, namely a market allowing for secondary slot
trading among airlines. This secondary slot market would allow airlines to sell or lease their slots freely to
other airlines, whether new entrants or expanding competitors.
55.

The IATA 2013 Worldwide Slot Guidelines crystallise the co-existence of two slot regimes:

68

IATA (2013), Worldwide Slot Guidelines.

69

Article 6 of regulation (EC) No 793/2004 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 April 2004
provides that 50% of slots placed in the pool of available slots shall be distributed to new entrants. The
question is whether new entrants could effectively compete with limited slot re-allocation.

70

EU Regulation 95/93 on common rules for the allocation of slots at Community airports, amended by
Regulation 793/2004 and by Regulation 545/2009 regarding the use it or lose it rule for slots allocated for
the summer season of 2010.

71

UK OFT (now CMA) (2005).
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1.7.1 The key principles of slot allocation are: […]
h) Historic slots may not be withdrawn from an airline to accommodate new entrants or any
other category of aircraft operator. Confiscation of slots for any reason other than proven
intentional slot misuse is not permitted.
i) Slots may be freely transferred or exchanged between airlines, or used as part of a shared
operation, subject to the provisions of these guidelines and applicable regulations.
56.
The principle of inherited primary slots harms competition and efficiency. At the same time,
leaving slot trading wholly in the hands of slot holders may carry on new competition risks. Slot-holders
may notably refuse to sell or lease their slots to exclude strong competitors or new entrants. This is why
most congestion management studies conclude like H. Fukui that “the current bilateral slot trading system
does not, on its own, necessarily secure effective slot trading”.72
57.
To address these pitfalls, governments have considered adopting a hybrid approach: allowing for
secondary slot trading while imposing conditions on trading mechanisms to promote competition and
efficiency. Such conditions pertain essentially to how an airline is allowed to sell or lease its slots. The
main mechanisms capturing the attention of governments and economists today are auctions, congestion or
peak-load pricing, and trading through a clearing house.73 The US rescinded a project to auction slots at
three New York airports,74 whereas the EU is still weighing various market-based mechanisms to deal with
the capacity trading at constrained airports.75 Certain transport authorities may also consider imposing
sanctions and fines against airlines for intentional misuses of slots.76
58.
Competition law can tackle anti-competitive slot trading tactics only to a limited extent: a slot
trading tactic may indeed, but rarely, amount to a restrictive agreement or an abuse of dominance.77 Absent
a specific and detectable competition infringement, competition rules would generally be inapplicable to
harmful slot-trading tactics. Sector-specific regulation could then play an important role in promoting
competition and consumer welfare by setting appropriate slot trading rules in congested airports.
b.

Endogenous/strategic barriers

59.
Post-liberalisation, airlines have elaborated various strategies to reduce customers’ propensity to
switch from one airline to another. The main strategy consists in rewarding customers for flying regularly
with the same carrier. The three most common types of loyalty schemes are: frequent flyer programmes
72

For further developments on the pros and cons of slot trading, see UK OFT (now CMA) (2005) and Fukui
(2010).

73

For a detailed analysis of various slot allocation schemes, see Holder et al. (2004); Madas and Zografos
(2010) (promoting congestion pricing as the most efficient tool at cluster airports); Vaze and Barnhart
(2011) (on the conditions for congestion pricing to be effective); and Fukui (2010).

74

In the US, in 2009, Obama’s Transportation Secretary rescinded plans for the introduction of a slot auction
mechanism for 10% of slots at New York’s JFK, LaGuardia and Newark airports
(http://www.iata.org/publications/airlines-international/august-2010/Pages/06.aspx).

75

In the EU, the European Commission’s Directorate General for Mobility and Transport introduced a
legislative proposal regarding the introduction of market-based mechanisms across the EU. The proposal
has been reviewed, modified and accepted by the European Parliament. The next step is for the Council of
the European Union to deliver its first reading position.

76

Gleave (2011).

77

See section 3.3. on exclusionary unilateral conduct pertaining to slots and essential inputs.
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(FFP), corporate discount schemes (CDS) and travel agent commissions.78 This section concentrates on
FFPs and CDSs.79
60.
FFPs are personal loyalty programmes open to all travellers which enable them to accumulate
bonus points. According to a survey carried out by Official Airline Guides, 90% of all business travellers
are members of an FFP for a total of 120 million subscribers, a quarter of whom are active FFP members.80
FFP points are generally awarded per flight and vary depending on destination, length and fare category.
These points can be exchanged for free services (e.g. free travel or free hotel accommodation) and
enhanced service level (e.g. priority boarding or class upgrade). A frequent flyer would usually qualify for
those benefits once he/she has accumulated points beyond given thresholds set by the airline.
61.
The first FFP was introduced in 1981 by American Airlines81 and, since then, such programmes
have been a characteristic of most FSCs.82 FFPs have evolved over time. Hybridisation of business models
has led some LCCs, such as Vueling, Wizzair or Norwegian, to adopt FFPs.83 Many schemes have been
broadened to include everyday spending at grocery stores, hotels or gas stations and therefore target
everyday spenders, even though they may not be frequent air travellers.84 The most advanced forms of
FFPs, such as Air Canada’s Aeroplan or Qantas’ Frequent Flyer, belong to so called “autonomous next
generation programs” and are managed by separate companies.85 Another major evolution concerns
alliances, which have introduced reciprocity in the ability to earn and use points across FFPs of various
partner airlines.
62.
CDSs are specific private contracts negotiated between an airline and a company, enabling the
latter to obtain discounts on tickets purchased by its managers and employees.86 CDSs arrangements can
offer companies lower net fares, or might be a way of transferring the benefits of FFPs from individual
employees to the company. Airlines usually require that the company guarantee a minimum turnover to
benefit from discounts or apply proportionality between discounts and number or type of flights booked.87
CDSs may also include clauses stating that the relevant airline should be given preference or that the
company’s engagement should last for at least a year.88 With the development of airline alliances and codesharing, CDSs may increasingly cover more than one airline.89

78

ECA (2005).

79

As described in the introduction, this Background Note, for the most part, does not aim to address vertical
dynamics, such as airline-agent relationships.

80

This survey is pointed out in Hanlon (2007).

81

Boer and Gudmundsson (2012), page 18.

82

See Barrett (2001); and Tomová and Ramajová (2014), page 787.

83

Tomová and Ramajová ( 2014 ), page 788.

84

According to Boer and Gudmundsson (2012), page 23: more than 50% of points are earned on non-flying
activities.

85

Ibid. These new entities will often be owned by airlines even though investment by a third party is
possible.

86

According to Hanlon (2007), Chapter 3. Competition Issues, page 95: a company has between 5 and 20
corporate contracts (9 on average) with airlines.

87

ECA (2005), page 7.

88

ECA (2005), page 19.

89

Hanlon (2007), Chapter 3, Competition Issues, page 95.
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63.
FFPs and CDSs offer clear direct benefits to consumers, through better quality and/or lower
prices. They may also increase rivalry between airlines, which compete on offering the best loyalty
programme and rewards. However they may also lock-in companies (beneficiaries) because the discounts
offered may reduce their willingness to switch to other airlines. Whether such benefits increase consumer
surplus and social welfare requires balancing FFPs’ and CDSs’ benefits against their potential anticompetitive effects.90
64.
Governments may also decide to address concerns of competition distortion and consumer harm
by imposing a regulatory ban on FPPs. This may be necessary where FFPs are found to reduce
competition, but do not constitute competition law infringements. Norway, for example, decided in 2002 to
prohibit the possibility of earning points through SAS’s FFP on all domestic routes.91 This ban was based
on the strong loyalty effects generated by the FFP, which locked in customers. Norwegian, a LCC, entered
the market during the ban period. According to the LCC, the ban was a decisive factor in its decision to
enter the market.92
2.2.

“What do airlines compete on?”

a.

Price

65.
Airlines compete first and foremost on prices, i.e. on how much they charge for their flight
tickets.
66.
The price at which a consumer can buy a plane ticket varies depending on a variety of factors,
such as travel date and time, origin and destination, travel class, booking method, number of purchased
tickets or loyalty programs.93 These differences are in part related to drivers of costs (e.g. flying farther
away is more costly), but they also represent ways to discriminate between customers depending on their
ability and willingness to pay.94 The number and level of fares published in airline tariff manuals may
therefore vary significantly for a specific flight by a given airline.95
67.
In an attempt to lower costs and to attract no-frill customers, LCCs, led by Ryanair, have started
introducing complete “à la carte” services by un-bundling services.96 Under this system, a no-frill flight is
proposed and priced distinctly (basic fare) from ancillary services (e.g. priority seating or extra luggage),
each of which has a separate price tag. This prompted legacy carriers to also un-bundle their offer and
depart from the usual “all-in” flight experience. A danger arising from un-bundled offers is that it may to
lead to “drip pricing”. Drip pricing is a pricing technique by which firms advertise only part of a product’s
price and reveal other charges later, as the customer goes through the buying process. The additional
charges can be mandatory charges or optional fees for upgrades and add-ons.

90

See section 3.3.a. for a competition assessment of loyalty scheme under exclusionary conduct claims.

91

Decision V2002-28 of the Norwegian Competition Authority.

92

The ban was renewed by the government in 2007, and discontinued in 2013: the government believed that
the ban against abuses of dominant position and the work of the Competition Authority would suffice to
ensure that airlines did not use loyalty schemes in an anti-competitive manner.

93

Hanlon (2007), Chapter 6. Pricing power, page 239.

94

Beloba et al. (2009).

95

Hanlon (2007), Chapter 6. Pricing power, page 239.

96

Forsyth et al. (2013), Chapter 10, A la Carte Pricing to Generate Ancillary Revenue: the Case of Ryanair,
page 185.
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68.
Un-bundled offers may bring significant consumer benefits by allowing them to choose from
various menu options, and to tailor products or services to their needs. But price partitioning can also cause
harm to consumers, by misleading their choice by making prices less transparent and comparisons more
complicated. Competition and consumer protection agencies have raised concerns about the use of drip
pricing and some of them have taken or prompted action against potentially harmful drip pricing strategies.
Box 3. Drip pricing risks in the airline industry: Regulatory and enforcement actions
EU: The European Parliament and Council have adopted a Regulation on common rules for the operation of air
services under which:97
•

The final price to be paid shall at all times be indicated and shall include the applicable air fare or air
rate as well as all applicable taxes, and charges, surcharges and fees which are unavoidable and
foreseeable at the time of publication.

•

Optional price supplements shall be communicated in a clear, transparent and unambiguous way at the
start of any booking process and their acceptance by the customer shall be on an ‘opt-in’ basis.

UK: In a market study report on price advertising, the OFT (now CMA) indicated that it is less likely to consider
enforcement action where a trader has e.g.: 98
•

Included all compulsory charges in the upfront price;

•

Given information with the headline price about compulsory elements of a product that attracts variable
charges (e.g. payment methods).

In September 2011, the OFT opened an investigation into payment surcharges in the airline industry. The 14
airlines under investigation had not complied with the above OFT report on price advertising. The OFT was
concerned that airlines' payment surcharges were a 'drip-fee' or 'price partitioning' device, which concealed the
true price of their services. The airlines under scrutiny gave formal undertakings to the OFT, whereas others
brought voluntary changes to their pricing practices. The OFT concluded that, as a result of this enforcement
action, free payment by debit card would become the industry standard for UK passengers.99

69.
The disparity in air fares is further reflected in the existence of two parallel “pricing worlds”. On
the one hand, there is the world of public transparent prices. Airlines file their prices with companies such
as SITA or ATPCO,100 which in turn make fares available to Global Distribution Systems.101 Global
Distribution Systems use sophisticated algorithms to display air fares instantaneously in a comparative
format based on consumers’ search criteria.102 These are the prices everyone can see by looking for flights
and quotes on Expedia or Travelocity for example. Airlines may also make air fares public on their own
websites. On the other hand, there is also a whole world of non-public prices resulting from corporate
contracts or obtained through frequent flyer programmes. These various pricing worlds may complicate
pricing analyses, notably when it comes to assessing the impact of potential anti-competitive conducts on
air fares.

97

EU Regulation 1008/2008, article 23.

98

UK OFT, Advertising of Prices, market study (2010).

99

UK OFT decision, Airline Payment Surcharges (2012).

100

Borenstein (2004), page 235: “A central clearinghouse for distribution of fare change information”.

101

Global Distribution Systems (GDSs) are also called Computer Reservation Systems (CRSs).

102

For a description of this distribution system, see Borenstein (2004), pages 235 and 236.
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70.
Finally, pricing by airlines may undergo important changes following IATA’s proposal to
introduce a New Distribution Capability, which would tailor prices and ancillary services to the
prospective consumer’s personal information.103 This customisation system, if implemented, would take
price discrimination one step further. This may raise consumer protection concerns, as well as competition
ones.104
b.

Quality

71.
Price is not the only factor that affects consumers’ demand for airline services; quality is another
important competitive variable.
72.
Data published by the US DoT in the Air Travel Consumer Report or by the Association of
European Airlines identify various parameters affecting airline service quality: schedule and on-time
performance, number of flight cancellations, rate of missing baggage, frequency of overbooking, number
of customer complaints.105 This list could be extended for long-haul flights to include leg space, variety of
entertainment offers, availability of staff on board, and quality of the food.
73.
The issue about quality is that “while the importance of quality is undisputed, the task of
providing a comprehensive definition of quality is rather more complex”.106 Quality is a multi-dimensional
and subjective factor, depending on airlines’ offer and consumer preference. Airlines’ marketing strategies
are increasingly considering quality as an important variable that may affect consumer choice: while LCCs
have put a considerable focus on offering lower prices, FSCs are trying to attract consumers by providing
better schedules, higher on-time performance, departure and arrival from/to easier-to-access airports,
greater baggage allowance, free drinks and snacks, and the like. In addition global branded alliances have
also developed marketing strategies along quality arguments, such as a wider network, better connectivity
and seamless interlining experience.
74.
Empirical research on the impact of competition on quality is still under-developed. An empirical
study on US data shows that the frequency and the length of flight delays are higher on routes where only
one carrier operates a direct service; thus suggesting that more competition improves punctuality.107
75.
Decisions by competition authorities and courts would usually assess price effects first, but
quality consideration and efficiencies may also weigh in the determination of pro- and anti-competitive
effects. For example, in 2007, the European Commission blocked the Ryanair/Aer Lingus merger on
grounds that “the ability to increase Aer Lingus fares would further relax the competitive constraint faced

103

Resolution 787 (Enhanced Airline Distribution) adopted by IATA in October 2012 and tentatively
approved by the US Department of Transportation in May 2014, aims to introduce XML as the industry
standard for electronic data interchange and may also progressively introduce a new distribution system for
airline pricing and product information. See US DOT, Application for Approval of an Agreement
(Resolution 787) by the International Air Transport Association (IATA Application), Order to Show Cause
(2014). The scope of the DOT’s approval does not however cover the introduction of a new distribution
system; it mainly concerns the introduction of XML as an industry standard.
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See Section 3.2.c. on cartels and horizontal restrictions.
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See e.g. Tiernan et al. (2008).
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OECD (2013).
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Mazzeo (2003); and Greenfield (2014) who finds that the effects of competition on airline delays are three
times stronger than previous examination suggested.
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by Ryanair, allowing it to increase fares of ancillary services or to reduce quality without risking to lose as
many customers as in the absence of the merger”.108
76.
Understanding the competitive landscape of the airline industry, including essential inputs to
enter and the parameters on which airlines compete, plays a major role in assessing the competition impact
of airlines’ behaviours.
3.

Airline competition issues and antitrust enforcement

77.
Already in 1988, the OECD argued that “the removal of restrictions on market entry, capacity,
frequency and pricing resulted in greater emphasis being placed on the use of normal competition law to
safeguard against anti-competitive behaviour and abuse of market power”.109 Today, many competition
authorities around the world effectively apply their respective competition law regimes to assess the impact
of airlines’ behaviour on competition.
78.
Airlines are increasingly operating cross-border. Despite co-operation among certain competition
authorities, sometimes enshrined in ASAs, there is no harmonisation of competition law regimes and
enforcement applicable to international air transport. The same conduct or agreement may therefore face
various approaches to determine whether it promotes or harms competition and consumer welfare.
79.
This section provides an overview of some of the most pressing competition issues arising in the
airline sector. Following a brief overview of the relevant competition markets (section 3.1), this section
examines, under competition laws, airlines’ various forms of horizontal collaboration, including alliances,
mergers and cartels (section 3.2) as opposed to airlines’ unilateral conducts (section 3.3).
3.1.

Market definition in the airline industry

80.
A correct definition of the relevant market is critical in most competition cases. Different
definitions will likely lead to different outcomes as to whether the conduct or transaction at stake is anticompetitive.
81.
A relevant market has always a product and a geographic dimension. In transport sectors,
however, the product dimension itself already includes a geographic aspect as any transportation service,
be it by rail, air, sea or road, requires relocation of a person or goods from one place to another.
Consequently, the delineation of relevant markets in the airline sector typically starts with the identification
of the point of origin (O) and the point of destination (D), the so-called O&D approach.
82.
The O&D methodology reflects the demand-side perspective whereby passengers consider all
alternative means of travelling from a given O to a given D. Airlines, however, often claim that a supplyside perspective, whereby hub-and-spoke carriers compete on the size and coverage of their respective
networks “may be an important parameter of competition in the context of a merger of two network
airlines and thus should be duly taken into account for the purpose of market definition”.110 Even though
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European Commission decision, Ryanair/Aer Lingus (2007), para. 487.
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OECD (1988).
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See European Commission decision United Airlines/Continental (2010). On the network approach see also
European Commission decisions US Airways/American Airlines (2013); IAG/BMI (2012); Aegean
Airlines/Olympic Air I (2011) and Iberia/British Airways (2010).
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both the US DoT and the European Commission acknowledge the importance of supply-side substitution,
they find demand-side substitution to play a determining role.111
83.
Under the O&D approach, relevant air transport markets would usually be defined as city pairs or
airport pairs (if there is more than one airport at either end of a given city-pair). The airport-pair approach
may be found “failing to take account of competition (particularly by LCCs) from adjacent airports and
likely to result in an incomplete picture of the competitive landscape”.112 In such instances, competition
authorities must determine the extent to which air transport services at one airport constrain the provision
of similar services at another airport. Where such constraint exists, a city-pair approach is considered to be
more appropriate.
84.
The traditional O&D approach may need to be broadened when competition authorities evaluate
the competitive effects (notably network effects) of an alliance. The DoT, for example, has long assessed
effects of such transactions at three levels: network level, country-pair level, and city-pair level.113 The US
DOT/EU Report on alliances highlights growing consideration for network factors since “carriers make
decisions relating to an individual city-pair by assessing not only the O&D market but also implications for
their overall networks.”114
85.
Whether indirect flights covering a specific O&D can effectively substitute direct flights,
depends on a number of factors, which may also be country-specific, and should be assessed on a case-bycase basis. Such substitutability usually arises only with respect to long-haul routes. The European
Commission acknowledged indeed that when the length of the journey is over six hours, one-stop flights
may constitute a competitive alternative with respect to direct flights. This is for example the case when
one-stop flights are marketed as connecting flights on the O&D pair in the computer reservation system.115
In contrast, the US DoT when assessing the application for antitrust immunity lodged by American
Airlines, British Airways, Iberia, Finnair and Royal Jordanian Airlines found that on transatlantic routes
“non-stop service is a separate product from connect service”.116
86.
With respect to short-haul routes, alternative means of transport may occasionally be found to
belong to the same market. For example, in the British Airways/SN Brussels Airways case, the
Commission found that the relevant market in the Brussels-London O&D was broader than the direct air
services and included rail transport, since rail was seen as a competitive alternative to air for both non-time
and time-sensitive passengers.117 In reaching such a conclusion, the Commission examined frequencies,
111

EU/DOT Alliance Report (2010), paras. 77-79.
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Brueckner et al. (2014).
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EU/DOT Alliance Report (2010), para. 79. See also US DOT Final Orders in US-Japan Alliance (2010)
and Air Canada, Austrian, BMI, Continental, Lufthansa, LOT, SAS, Swiss, TAP (2009).
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EU/DOT Alliance Report (2010), para. 79. To a large extent, the European Commission’s decisional
practice still follows the O&D approach. See e.g. European Commission decisions
Continental/United/Lufthansa/Air Canada (2013) and British Airways/American Airlines/Iberia (2010).
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European Commission decisions Lufthansa/Austrian Airline (2009), United/US Airways (2001) and
SAS/Spanair (2002).
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US DOT, Public Version Comments of the Department of Justice on American Airlines, British Airways,
Iberia, Finnair, Royal Jordanian Airlines (2009). See also US DOT Public Version Comments of the
Department of Justice on the Show Cause Order on Air Canada, Austrian, BMI, Continental, Lufthansa,
LOT, SAS, Swiss, TAP, United (2009), in which the DoJ stated that “in transatlantic routes covered by this
Application, nonstop service is a separate product”.
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European Commission decision British Airways/SN Brussels Airlines (2003), para. 23.
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timetables and the length of the journey. More recently, in the Olympic/Aegean Airlines merger case, the
Commission concluded that, on the Athens-Mykonos route, the relevant market comprised both air and
ferry services as the two means of transportation were substitutable for all categories of passenger, given
the comparable travel time and frequency of services.118
87.
Regarding customer segments, competition authorities have found in some cases that business
(premium or time-sensitive) and leisure (non-time-sensitive, economy class) passengers belonged to
different markets.119 However, some authors warn that this distinction may no longer accurately capture the
whole spectrum of customer segmentation.120
3.2.

Horizontal strategies: alliances, mergers and cartels

88.
Competition law enforcement traditionally approaches horizontal agreements under one or two
regimes: merger control or restrictive agreements. When it comes to the airline sector, however, the line is
harder to draw. As seen above (under section 1.2.b) horizontal co-operation agreements have emerged as
the dominant and leading trend in the airline industry, ranging from light alliances to deep co-operation and
integration agreements. What competition standards and enforcement mechanisms are available to trigger
scrutiny over airlines’ alliances, is the central subject of this section (section a). Multi-national mergers are
rare in the airline industry, but recent cases shed light on airline merger dynamics and how their
competition impact is assessed (section b). Cartel law enforcement applies to airlines’ hard core cartel and
restrictive agreements not cleared as alliances or mergers. Potential collusion-inducing features of the
airline industry may also be assessed under cartel rules (section c).
a.

Alliances

89.
As long as cross-border mergers are not permitted, airlines consolidate their networks through
international alliances.121 Airline alliances cover a wide range of horizontal agreements with varying
degrees of depth, breadth and commitment. Indeed the term “alliance” is not defined by policy or law.122
Although every alliance needs be examined on a case-by-case basis and may raise varying antitrust
concerns, the table below summarises the main degrees of co-operation.
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European Commission decision Aegean Airlines/Olympic Air I (2011).
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See e.g. European Commission decisions BA/AA/IB (2010), Lufthansa/SN Airholding (2009) and Air
France/KLM (2004) and UK OFT decision Air France/City Jet (2008).
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Teichert et al. (2008). Also Mason (2000) found that the price elasticity of business passengers is
influenced by the company size, which explains why small and medium businesses are more likely to use
LCCs.
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Cross-border mergers among airlines are prevented by nationality and ownership restrictions contained in
most ASAs. Mergers and acquisitions may however take place at domestic and intra-EU level. See section
1.2.b. for further explanation of the rationale for alliances. See e.g. N.B. (2011): “If we accept that
businesses in other sectors need to become multinationals to remain competitive, why wouldn't we accept
the same changes in air travel?”.
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OECD (2011), Latin American Competition Forum, pt. 22. See section 1.2.b. of this Paper for a description
of the various types of alliances.
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90.
Synergies induced by alliances can improve passenger service and experience, while allowing
airlines to grow and to reduce their costs.123 At the same time, alliances may harm competition, e.g. by
raising entry barriers and leading to higher fares, especially on hub-to-hub and non-stop routes.124 Both the
potential for synergies and the risk of anti-competitive effects may increase with the depth of co-ordination
and integration within the alliance. Assessing the competition impact of airline alliances is therefore
critical. This section examines competition enforcement applied to alliances, along the following
questions:
•

Which competition concerns arise from alliances?

•

Have airline alliances succeeded in leading to efficiencies?

•

Which competition enforcement tools apply to airline alliances?

•

What decisions and remedies apply to airline alliances?

i.

Which competition concerns arise from airline alliances?

91.
Competition enforcement usually considers that competition concerns may arise if an alliance
gives rise to overlaps, especially on non-stop and hub-to-hub routes, and if it involves co-ordination on
sensitive parameters, such as prices, schedules, routes, or sharing of their capacity, revenue or costs. In
such context, an alliance could eliminate competition between participants who used to offer competing
services.125 Two types of considerations are essential in the competition assessment of alliances:
•

Barriers to entry: In the airline sector, barriers to entry or expansion may result from the
infrastructure needed (e.g. slot, gate and feeder access) and from the airlines’ own business

123

Synergies are deemed to increase according to the depth and width, the economies of scale, scope and
density, and the binding effect of the alliance.
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OECD (2011), Latin American Competition Forum, pt. 22.
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That is why antitrust concerns have especially arisen regarding “non-stop overlaps”. See Gillespie and
Richard (2011) and IATA (2011), p. 8. The co-operating airlines could indeed decide to restrict the supply
of ticket inventory to non-stop or hub-to-hub passengers, forcing fares higher.
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model (e.g. hub-and-spoke model, loyalty programs).126 In an alliance context, the question is
whether the combination of the participating airlines’ infrastructure may lead to horizontal and
vertical foreclosure effects. This assessment is often complex, given the dynamic nature of the
airline industry and the variability of key inputs (e.g. fuel prices, slot trading). The alliance itself
may be set up to pre-empt entry: a study by Goetz and Shapiro estimates that the likelihood of an
incumbent airline to enter into an alliance (such as code sharing) increases by 25% when it is
threatened by LCC entry.127
•

Network effects: Network dynamics tend to be taken into account in defining relevant markets,
but they fail to be consistently addressed as part of the competition assessment of airlines
alliances. Too much emphasis on overlapping routes may overlook the disruptive effects
alliances can have on other routes of the network. Network dynamics may in fact create
incentives to reduce flights, re-direct routes or increase price even on non-overlapping routes.

92.
The goal of the above assessment is to determine the alliance’s impact on price and quality. Most
economic studies agree that airline alliances have the adverse effect of increasing fares for non-stop
passengers on overlapping routes, due to the immediate reduction of competition.128 This increase may be
significant and varies according to the number and strength of independent competitors remaining on these
routes (if any),129 and the likelihood of entry or expansion. The impact of alliances on fares for interlining
passengers, on the other hand, is a highly debated question.130 Airlines argue that one of the main benefits
of an alliance is the reduction of these fares.131
93.
Competition analyses of alliances generally put little emphasis on the risk of co-ordinated effects.
Internal co-ordination is of course at the heart of most alliances and may require immunity or remedies to
operate. Co-ordinated effects may also arise as a result of the alliance outside its realm, in two respects:
•

Whether post-alliance, member airlines would have increased incentives to collude with outside
competitors.132

•

Whether, taking multi-market contacts into account, the alliance would increase mutual
forbearance (i.e. decrease competition) among member airlines outside the scope of their
alliance.133 This may lead to find consumer harm beyond the risk of fare increase on overlapping
routes.
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For further details on barriers to entry and inputs needed to compete in the airline sector, see section 2.1.
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See e.g. Goetz and Shapiro (2012).
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For a recent study on price-increasing effects, see Gilo and Simonelli (2014). See also Brueckner and
Whalen (2000); Brueckner et al. (2011) and IATA (2011).
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Gillespie and Richard (2011).
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Gillespie and Richard (2011); Brueckner and Pels (2007); and Brueckner et al. (2011).
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Alliance effects on interlining passengers are thus addressed under the alliance efficiency section below.
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If airlines A, B and C enter into an alliance, whereas airline D is an independent competitor on routes also
served by A, issues may arise if the alliance increases the risk of co-ordination between A and D.
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If airlines A, B and C set up an alliance which covers 50 routes served by the member airlines, while
outside this alliance airlines A and B are competitors on another set of 20 routes, issues may arise if the
alliance increases risks of co-ordination between A and B on any of those 20 routes where they are
supposed to keep competing independently. For further developments on multi-market contacts, see section
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94.
Horizontal effects may also consist in a reduction, due to the alliance, in the value and ability to
compete of independent competitors. Whether such impact qualifies as anti-competitive or as competition
on the merits, deserves scrutiny. Additional horizontal effects may arise in the case of a joint venture being
set up between airlines which simultaneously belong to a wider alliance.134 In assessing the overall
competition impact of an alliance, these disruptive and potentially anti-competitive effects should be
weighed in the balance.
95.
Mapping competition risks according to the type, depth and width of airline alliances in light of
enforcement experiences around the world, may represent a useful tool to assess promptly, consistently and
effectively an alliance’s competition risks.
ii.

Have alliances succeeded in bringing upon efficiencies?

96.
The main controversy around airline alliances revolves around their ability to deliver efficiencies
and to increase consumer surplus. It has been argued that alliance-based networks have been the principal
driving force behind price reductions and traffic gains. There is growing scepticism however as to whether
alliances truly have the potential to benefit consumers and whether any form of antitrust immunity or
exemption remains necessary and justified. Various economic studies conclude that efficiency predictions
were over-optimistic, both at consumer and at airline level.
Consumer efficiencies
97.
Airlines usually claim that entering into an alliance would allow them to offer more flights, new
routes, and more choice to consumers. The alliance would be able to connect more passengers to a wider
range of destinations, including small cities, which could otherwise not be served profitably by a single
airline.135 Depending on its scope, the alliance may also provide reciprocal use of lounges and FFP benefits
and a more seamless experience (e.g. co-ordinated ticket booking, check-in, schedule and luggage
handling).
98.
Most of the above efficiencies are qualitative. When it comes to price, empirical studies find that
alliances could lower prices only for interlining passengers.136 According to the EU/DOT Alliance Report
(2010), the more integrated an alliance, the more interlining fares are likely to drop. This fare reduction
generally results from the removal of double marginalisation.137 These positive price effects stemming
from alliances are disputed however, notably by an economic study of the US DOJ.138

3.2.c. on cartels. See also Li and Netessine (2011), ‘Partnering with competitors – An Empirical Analysis
of Airline Alliances in Multimarket competition’.
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See section 1.2.b. for further details on alliance dynamics.
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As described in IATA (2011), alliances may be the only way to meet passenger demand for air services
“from anywhere to anywhere”.
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See e.g. Brueckner et al. (2014), Armantier and Richard (2008), Bilotkach (2005), Brueckner and Whalen
(2000). Brueckner and Whalen estimate that the fare discount on interlining routes may attain 25% as a
result of alliance co-operation.
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Traditional interlining (without code-sharing) may involve double marginalisation due to the fact that each
airline might try to maximise profit on its own segment, which would lead to a higher total fare for
interlining passengers.
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Gillepsie and Richard (2011). For further discussion see Horan (2010), Brueckner et al. (2011) and Whalen
(2007). DOJ findings are contradicted by Brueckner et al. who found that code-sharing, alliance service,
and antitrust immunity each separately reduce fares below the traditional interline level.
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99.
Measuring whether alliance benefits for interlining passengers can compensate for anticompetitive effects, remains an uncertain exercise.139 Studies find that both consumer and total surplus are
likely to increase post-alliance, despite harm to non-stop or hub-to-hub passengers, suggesting that alliance
benefits may outweigh its negative impact.140 Other studies underline that welfare results are in large part
attributed to improvements other than prices,141 questioning whether quality benefits may outweigh
negative pricing effects.142 Consumer benefits may also become increasingly uncertain due to the fastchanging and growing complexity of alliances.143 Ex post monitoring of alliances can be a powerful
enforcement tool to confirm whether alliance efficiencies remain effective over time.
Airline efficiencies
100.
Economies of traffic density, of scale and of scope constitute the clearest motivation for airlines
to enter into an alliance, since it offers the possibility to optimise capacity management across a wider
network, hence opportunities for revenue growth and cost savings. Such benefits would normally increase
with the level of integration of the alliance – e.g. joint ventures involving schedule co-ordination or
revenue sharing would decrease overall costs.
101.
Gains at airline level have played a key role in airlines’ application for alliance authorisation and
immunity. The EU/DOT Alliance Report (2010) describes supply-side benefits that can result from
alliances, such as lower costs, increased capacity and higher density.144 Industry and economic experts
however question whether alliances have achieved any of the promised efficiencies. Alliance
representatives acknowledge too that alliances succeeded at generating revenue growth, but question
whether they achieved any cost savings.145 Other studies doubt that alliances have been profitable at all.146
Alliances may also induce additional costs and investments to ensure their implementation and
effectiveness.
102.
Post-alliance net costs should be estimated as part of the alliance cost-benefit analysis. Regarding
independent competitors, total airline surplus is rarely evaluated as part of the antitrust analysis of
alliances. In a weak competitive environment, would an alliance mean financial distress risks and “join or
sink” for rival airlines?
103.
Airlines would sometimes claim that cost synergies could not be attained due to antitrust
enforcement and restrictions (e.g. carve outs), which touches on the enforcers’ difficult task to assess
alliances’ competition impact and to design appropriate remedies.
139

Economic studies e.g. Brueckner (2001 and 2003) and Brueckner and Proost (2009), found that the
beneficial impact of alliances on interlining markets (i.e. markets that need both carriers) are “likely to
offset” their potential negative impact on hub-to-hub passengers.
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iii.

Which competition enforcement tools apply to airline alliances?

104.
Across OECD jurisdictions, competition enforcement reveals that there is no single or
harmonised mechanism to trigger scrutiny of airline alliances. Alliances can be caught and assessed
through one or more of the following regimes:
•

Immunity regime

•

Merger control

•

Cartel enforcement

105.
Immunity regime. Various jurisdictions, such as Australia, Japan, South Korea and the United
States, have adopted a specific authorisation or immunity regime applicable to airline alliances.147 The
power to grant antitrust immunity is usually vested in the transport, regulatory or competition authority of
the country. The assessment underlying immunity grants may be based on competition laws, as well as on
other policy considerations (e.g. ensuring access to transportation services across the country). Immunity
grants were initially used by governments as a foreign policy tool to prompt governments of foreign
alliance members to enter into an open skies agreement. The alliance between American Airlines and
Japan Airlines, for instance, was granted formal immunity on their trans-pacific routes as part of the open
skies agreement concluded between Japan and the United States.148
106.
The immunity system is usually preventive and voluntary. Airlines may apply for immunity if
their alliance is likely to give rise to both efficiencies and anti-competitive effects. Antitrust immunity is
irrelevant to harmless alliances, such as traditional inter-lining or most code-sharing agreements.149 The
three global branded alliances, for instance, Star, SkyTeam and OneWorld, exist each as a whole without
antitrust immunity. Within each of these global alliances, limited groups of allied airlines built more
integrated forms of alliances (joint ventures) that necessitated antitrust immunity to operate.150
107.
Whether immunity systems are desirable from a competition policy perspective is a debated
question.151 Immunity systems do not serve purely as a shelter against antitrust enforcement. In fact, they
offer the possibility of an early competition assessment of alliances that may otherwise not fall under
merger control or not necessarily be caught under cartel law. The scope of immunity grants is limited to the
alliance agreement under scrutiny, i.e. the airlines, the routes and the co-ordinating activities described in
the alliance documents. Any further change in scope, depth or membership would require a refreshed
assessment and immunity grant.
147

E.g. the US DOT has the statutory authority to approve and to grant immunity from U.S. antitrust laws to
agreements relating to international air transportation (49 U.S.C. §§41308-41309).
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Since 1992, the US Department of Transportation has granted immunity to more than 20 international
airline alliances (joint ventures), allowing them e.g. to co-ordinate pricing and scheduling. Gillespie and
Richard (2011).
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Code-sharing or co-operation regarding check in, gate terminal, lounge, luggage, would not usually require
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involved are competitors or not. See IATA (2011) p. 5.
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108.
Merger control. International airline alliances would rarely go as far as to involve the acquisition
by one airline of the control or ownership of the other airline. This would result in the loss of cross-border
air transport rights granted by ASAs, which make such rights conditional upon ownership of the airlines by
their own nationals. Airline alliances may nonetheless be far-reaching to the point of being subject to
merger control.152 This occurs, for example, where the alliance involves the acquisition of an influential
minority interest, the transfer of management powers or a highly integrated joint venture structure. In some
jurisdictions, these features satisfy merger control thresholds.
109.
Merger control is usually preventive. Unlike immunity grants, which may be based on broader
public interest considerations, merger control is most generally conducted under competition rules only.
This raises the question and risk of “enforcement tool shopping” by alliance members in jurisdictions
where both merger control and immunity systems are applicable.153
110.
Merger control may increasingly apply to airline alliances for two reasons: the growing trend
towards equity-based alliances on the part of airlines, and the willingness in some jurisdictions to extend
merger control to functional criteria and minority interests.154 Box 4 below discusses recent merger
decisions that illustrate the relevance and importance of assessing ex ante the competition effects of farreaching alliances.
Box 4. Alliances: ex ante assessment under merger control
Brazil – 2014: In May 2014, Brazil’s competition authority approved Air France-KLM and GOL Linhas Aéreas
Inteligentes’s (GOL) exclusive long-term strategic partnership for commercial co-operation between Brazil and
Europe. This partnership involved the acquisition by Air France-KLM of a 1.5% equity stake in GOL, expanded
code-sharing, enhanced joint sales activities, reciprocal customer benefits on both FFPs in Brazilian and European
markets and co-operation in the field of aircraft maintenance. The competition authority granted unconditional
approval for this partnership.
India – 2013: In November 2013, the Competition Commission of India approved Etihad Airways and Jet Airways’
investment, shareholders’ and commercial co-operation agreements. This partnership involved acquisition by Etihad
Airways of a 24% equity stake in Jet Airways and co-operation in the form of e.g. joint scheduling, pricing,
marketing, distribution, sales representation and co-ordination, airport representation and handling. The authority
found that this partnership would enable the airlines to offer new or improved services and, thanks in particular to
economies of traffic density, to offer services at lower cost. The authority also found that the equity infusion by
Etihad would be particularly beneficial to Jet Airways, as it faced some financial difficulties. After the parties
removed certain aspects from their arrangement, the authority unconditionally approved the partnership.155
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“Control” contemplated by competition rules may indeed differ from “control” defined by ASAs and
corporate laws.
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A strategic choice could be made as to whether to apply for immunity or to file for merger control
depending upon the review standard and enforcement history of the authority/ies in charge.
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Canada – 2012: In 2012, Canada’s Competition Tribunal approved a consent agreement in respect of Air
Canada and United’s profit-sharing joint venture. The joint venture involved joint pricing, route planning and
scheduling, co-ordinated marketing, harmonisation of sale processes and revenue sharing on all US-Canada
routes. The Competition Commissioner considered that this far reaching joint venture had to be assessed under
the merger rules. A consent agreement was reached with the parties approving the joint venture, but excluding
14 routes on which price co-ordination, revenue and cost pooling, and sharing of commercially sensitive
information were prohibited.

111.
Cartel enforcement. Cartel enforcement usually occurs ex post and is a residuary enforcement
means where alliances cannot be subject to merger control or cannot be granted antitrust immunity. Ex post
enforcement difficulties arise notably where remedies include the dismantling of a far-reaching and
integrated alliance.
112.
Alliances may sometimes be justified following an exemption, a self-assessment or a rule of
reason approach. This is the case where evidence shows that the alliance is necessary and proportionate to
achieve an objective of public interest (e.g. operation of new routes or provision of services to remote
areas), without unduly harming competition. Along these lines, the EU for example has adopted a “selfassessment” mechanism as part of its cartel enforcement, under which the parties to a restrictive agreement
should evaluate whether their agreement raises competition concerns. The parties should also remedy
them, subject to the risk of antitrust enforcement if competition concerns remain.
113.
Table 2 below shows the various enforcement tools adopted in different OECD jurisdictions to
assess alliances.
Table 2. Competition Enforcement Tools applicable to Airline Alliances in OECD jurisdictions
Australia

Merger: Merger control if alliance involves acquisition of shares or assets (no control test).
Immunity: If alliance is restrictive, application for authorisation (antitrust immunity) to the
ACCC.
Cartel: Residuary ex post enforcement under cartel rules.

Canada

Merger: Merger control if caught under broad merger definition (significant interest).
Cartel: Otherwise subject to scrutiny under ‘agreements between competitors’ with no specific
exemption mechanism.

Chile

Merger: Any alliance may be subject to voluntary notification for merger control (no control
test).
Cartel: Otherwise ex post scrutiny under restrictive agreement.

European
Union,
Iceland,
Norway,
Switzerland156

156

Merger: Merger control only if alliance is a full-function JV (control test).
Cartel/self-assessment: Self-assessment under cartel law and horizontal guidelines, and ex post
enforcement if restrictive agreement.

Agreement on the European Economic Area, Part IV, Chapter 1 for Iceland and Norway; and Agreement
between the European Community and the Swiss Confederation of Air Transport, articles 8 to 11 for
Switzerland.
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Israel

Merger: Merger control if alliance is JV that meets merger thresholds (minority interest may be
caught).
Authorisation: Application for prior authorisation is required if arrangement is restrictive Assessment and grant by the Director General of the Israel Antitrust Authority or the Antitrust
Tribunal.
Block exemption/self-assessment: Prior authorisation not required if alliance falls under Block
Exemption for Arrangements between Air Carriers, which exempts some alliance activities (e.g.
joint FFP and code-sharing) - based on self-assessment
Cartel: If no authorisation, ex post enforcement under restrictive agreement.

Japan

Merger: Merger control if alliance meets merger definition criteria (minority interest may be
caught).
Immunity: Antitrust immunity regime for airline alliances: assessed and granted by the Ministry
of Land and Transportation.
Cartel: Otherwise ex post enforcement under unreasonable restraint of trade.

Mexico

Merger: Merger control if alliance meets merger thresholds (no control test, minority interests are
caught).
Cartel: Residuary ex post enforcement under cartel law; with no specific exemption mechanism.

New Zealand

Merger: Merger control if alliance is JV that involves acquisition of assets or shares (no
minimum controlling/shareholding level).
Authorisation: If alliance concerns price or capacity, application for authorisation - assessed and
granted by the Minister of Transport.
Cartel: Absent authorisation, ex post enforcement under prohibition of restrictive trade practices

South Korea

Merger: Merger control if alliance meets merger criteria (control test).
Immunity: Antitrust immunity regime available for restrictive alliances - assessed and granted by
KFTC and Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport.
Cartel: Absent immunity, ex post enforcement under restrictive agreements.

Turkey

Merger: Merger control if alliance is full-function joint venture (control test).
Exemption: Possible application to the Competition Authority for individual exemption.
Cartel: Absent exemption, ex post enforcement under restrictive agreements.

United States

Merger: Merger control if alliance is long-lasting JV between competitors (no control test;
exempted if ‘investment only’).
Immunity: Antitrust immunity regime: upon voluntary application - assessment and grant by
Department of Transportation.
Cartel: Absent merger immunity, ex post enforcement under cartel law and horizontal guidelines.

114.
Whether under a cartel, immunity or merger control regime, what matters as a priority is that
international airline alliances be liable for antitrust scrutiny and remedies where needed to preserve
competition. All three enforcement approaches aim at drawing a (fine) line between economic benefits and
cartel-like concerns inherent to airline alliances. These enforcement approaches differ however as to their
standard of review, procedure, timing, remedies and outcome.157 Airlines participating in alliances must
157

For a detailed comparison of the EU and the US regimes applicable to alliances, see e.g. the EU/DOT
Alliance Report (2010).
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therefore juggle with various competition regimes if they want legal certainty over their combined and
cross-border operations. The effectiveness of competition enforcement may be jeopardised if diverging or
incompatible decisions are adopted in respect of the same alliance. This diversity makes it even more
crucial for competition and regulatory authorities to co-operate and for governments to consider
alternatives to the ownership restrictions contained in ASAs.158
iv.

What decisions and remedies apply to airline alliances?

115.
Depending on the applicable enforcement regime, decisions and judgments adopted in relation to
alliances may consist in merger approval, antitrust immunity grant, competition exemption, comfort letter,
consent agreement. Although differing in nature, all alliances decisions strive towards the main objective:
to weigh the pros and cons of the alliance under scrutiny, and to design appropriate remedies, conditions or
commitments to address antitrust concerns.
116.
Alliance remedies consist to a large extent in merger-like remedies, with a focus on structural
remedies such as slot and gate divestitures. Behavioural remedies may be added, including obligations to
make certain inputs (e.g. feeder traffic) or information (e.g. codes and fare combinability) available to nonparticipating airlines and new entrants. Several jurisdictions have adopted carve-outs as an alliance-specific
remedy, which require that participating airlines exclude certain routes from their alliance.159 Carved-out
routes are typically hub-to-hub or overlapping routes on which the parties would enjoy market power160
Contrary to divestitures, which imply the transfer of asset to a third party competitor, carved-out routes
remain in the hands of the member airlines; they are just prevented from co-operating or integrating their
activities on those routes.
117.
Today’s main debate revolves around the appropriateness and effectiveness of remedies imposed
in the alliance context. Designing suitable, effective and proportionate remedies is a challenging task for
enforcers, especially given the network and dynamic nature of the industry, and the complexities of
airlines’ and alliances’ business models and strategies. It is widely recognised that remedies can remove
competition concerns arising on routes or at hubs where air fares may increase or access to key inputs may
be foreclosed due to the alliance. At the same time, remedies may reduce efficiencies and synergies arising
from the alliance, by forcing the parties to remain competitors in some markets while at the same time
becoming allies in other markets.161 A cost-benefit evaluation of remedies is thus essential.
118.
Metal neutrality was recently introduced as a sine qua non condition for alliance approval or
immunity and sometimes described as “the most important development in aviation since the invention of
jet aircraft”.162 Metal neutrality was proposed for the first time by SkyTeam members Delta, Northwest,
Air France and KLM and it obtained DoT approval with immunity grant.163 Under a metal-neutral joint
158

For example, the EU and the US closely co-operate by monitoring and sharing their enforcement
experience. In 2010, the European Commission and the US DOT published EU/DOT Alliance Report
(2010). As to the implications of ASAs, see section 1.1. above on (de)regulation of air transport; and Havel
(2009).

159

E.g. Canada and the United States.

160

For example, in the US DOT Final Order in Delta Air Lines, Air France, KLM, CSA Czech Airlines,
Alitalia (2002), routes from Atlanta/Cincinnati to Paris CDG (all three hubs of either Air France or Delta)
were initially carved out from the alliance for U.S. point of sale time-sensitive travellers.

161

Gillespie and Richard (2011) pt. 7 and IATA (2011).

162

Guest (2011).

163

Metal neutrality was proposed for the first time by SkyTeam members Delta, Northwest, Air France and
KLM and was approved in US DOT Final Order in Delta, Northwest, Air France, KLM, Alitalia, Czech
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venture, it does not matter to allied airlines which airline carries the passengers and derives revenues on the
flight, as the airlines involved have entered into a long-term cost and revenue sharing alliance. Metal
neutrality is an incentive for allied airlines to focus on improving networks, schedules, etc. at joint venture
level, rather than on growing their own revenue at airline level. This would ensure maximising the alliance
synergies and efficiencies, to the benefit of consumers. Immunisation or authorisation of JVs on metal
neutrality condition is the clearest sign that enforcer have turned to ensuring inter-alliance competition,
away from inter-airline competition.164 Given the increasing trend towards more integrated forms of
alliances and the variable geometry of each alliance, it remains to be seen whether metal neutrality will
suffice to ensure effective inter-alliance competition overall.
b.

Mergers

119.
Mergers addressed under this section pertain to horizontal mergers that go beyond alliances, i.e. it
covers essentially full mergers or acquisitions of majority control (hereinafter jointly referred to as
“mergers”). Conditions contained in open skies agreements (ASAs) leads to distinguish between domestic
and international mergers. For the reasons discussed above (see section 1.2.b.), international mergers –
namely mergers between carriers with different nationalities – are rare and difficult for airlines to achieve.
This also explains why airlines remain national and would usually grow internationally through alliances.
On the other hand, so-called domestic mergers relate to mergers between two carriers from the same
country (same “flag”),165 even if they can have a wide geographic scope including domestic, regional and
international routes. Domestic mergers may deserve antitrust scrutiny and attract international attention as
much as international mergers, as shown by the recent approvals of the domestic US Airways/American
Airlines and Aegan Airlines/Olympic Air mergers.166
120.
Major international airline mergers started with Air France/KLM in 2004 under the full
liberalisation of the intra-EU air transport market.167 Multi-national mergers are often built on a corporate
structure that would preserve the merging airlines’ nationality:
•

The Air France/KLM merger involved transatlantic routes and flights; both France and the
Netherlands had concluded open skies agreements with the United States. The deal was
structured in a way that would preserve each airline’s traffic rights as per their country’s bilateral

Airlines (2008). Metal neutrality enabled the airlines to obtain antitrust immunity from the US DOT, which
had rejected the alliance plan in an earlier decision: US DOT Final Order in Delta, Northwest, Air France,
KLM, Alitalia, Czech Airlines (2006).
164

Enhancing inter-alliance competition was one of the reasons for which the DOT granted immunity in US
DOT Final Order in American Airlines, British Airways, Iberia, Finnair, Royal Jordanian Airlines (2010).
This was meant to enable Oneworld to compete more effectively with SkyTeam and Star Alliance. See also
Reitzes and Moss (2008) who address questions arising from inter-alliance competition.

165

E.g. by virtue of being owned or controlled by the same government or by nationals from the same country.

166

United States District Court for the District of Columbia decision, United States of America, et al. v. US
Airways and AMR Corporation (2014) and European Commission decision, Aegean Airline/Olympic Air II
(2013). Further details on recent mergers may notably be found in the OECD delegations’ contributions for
this Roundtable on Airline Competition (e.g. contributions by Canada, Chile, India, the UK and the US).

167

The liberalisation followed the adoption of a third package of legislate measures. Article 4(2) of Regulation
2407/92 created an EU-wide nationality rule for ownership with regards to intra-EU traffic rights.
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agreements.168 A number of other intra-EU mergers followed, including e.g. Lufthansa/Swiss,
Lufthansa/Austrian Airlines, Lufthansa/Brussels Airlines, and British Airways-Iberia.
•

Outside the EU framework, the LAN/TAM merger (2011) has been the only recent and major
international airline merger to date. The merger pertained to the full acquisition by LAN (Chile’s
flag carrier) of the control of TAM (Brazil’s main carrier). The deal was also structured so as to
preserve TAM’s traffic rights under Brazil’s own bilateral ASAs.169

121.
The competition assessment of international mergers resembles to a large extent the assessment
of international alliances: competition authorities would usually identify overlapping markets, determine
whether the merged entity would enjoy market power on those markets, and assess anticompetitive effects
and/or efficiencies that would stem from the merger.170 Merger efficiencies have been easier to find where
the merger consolidates complementary airline networks, rather than overlapping routes.171 Recent
decisions on “domestic” mergers illustrate that competition authorities’ concerns are primarily captured on
overlapping routes. In US Airways/American Airlines, the DOJ identified risks of both unilateral and
coordinated effects on a large number of overlapping routes and at Reagan National airport, and concluded
that potentially passed-on efficiencies were not sufficient. The airlines and the DOJ did however reach a
settlement, including important remedies, which cleared the merger. The settlement would facilitate entry
of low-cost carriers at key slot-constrained and gate-constrained airports.172 Regarding the same merger,
the European Commission identified a potential monopoly on one overlapping route. It cleared the merger
subject to remedies because of a lack of efficiency pass-on to consumers on that route. In Aegan/Olympic,
anti-competitive concerns were found on overlapping routes, but the European Commission approved the
transaction on failing firm grounds.173
122.
The LAN/TAN judgment of Chile’s Competition Tribunal illustrates further how important it is
that the assessment of an international airline merger goes beyond overlapping routes, as summarised in
Box 5 below.

168

The merger structure included e.g. various corporate and ownership arrangements and the set-up of the Air
France/KLM holding company.

169

The merger gave LAN’s major shareholders 70% of LATAM and the CEO position while enabling TAM’s
major shareholders to retain 80% of TAM’s voting shares in order to satisfy Brazilian foreign ownership
rules (the Brazilian foreign ownership cap was 20%).

170

For a discussion of such competition concerns and efficiencies, see section 3.2.a. above.

171

Which explains why for instance the US DoJ cleared the United/Continental merger (which united largely
complementary networks – see USA DOJ, Press Release, (2010)), whereas it blocked the United/US
Airways merger plan (see USA DOJ, Press Release, (2001)). For further detail, see OECD (2011), Latin
American Competition Forum, pt 105-106.

172

Slots at Reagan National and LaGuardia airports were sold to Southwest, Virgin America and JetBlue. See:
http://www.businessweek.com/news/2014-03-10/american-slots-at-reagan-laguardia-sold-for-425-million1.

173

European Commission decision, Aegean Airline/Olympic Air II (2013).
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Box 5. LAN/TAM: Illustration of a dynamic and industry-specific competition assessment of an
international airline merger
In January 2011, Chile’s Competition Tribunal (TDLC) approved a merger by way of a stock-swap takeover of
TAM by LAN to form LATAM, the largest Latin American airline.
To assess the merger’s anti-competitive effects and efficiencies and to design effective remedies, the TDLC
took into account various industry parameters: overlapping and non-overlapping routes, network dynamics,
multi-market contacts, and pre-existing horizontal agreements and alliances.
The TDLC identified risks of diminished competitive intensity and unilateral anti-competitive effects, especially
a risk of fare increase and offer limitation, e.g. on the overlapping Santiago-Sao Paulo route and on the nonoverlapping Santiago-Lima route. On these routes, the merged entity’s market power would be exacerbated by
the fact that the Sao Paulo and Lima airports would become some of the merged entity’s hubs, as well as
strategic points of entry and exit to and from South America. The TDLC also determined that competition
would be reduced on various overlapping and non-overlapping routes due to the merged entity’s enhanced
connectivity. The existing direct and indirect scheduled flights of LAN and TAM as well as their code-sharing
agreements with other airlines would lead the merged entity to enjoy a dominant position on routes between
Santiago and Europe. Multi-market contacts, LAN’s past collusive conduct, and the fragmentation of South
American skies further supported the TDLC’s view that the merger would rise entry barriers and entail risks of
co-ordinated effects.
The TDLC considered, on the other hand, that this merger would also represent a natural movement in a
network industry; it could significantly enhance the connectivity of Chile and lead to the creation of a more
efficient and better connected air carrier. Potential efficiencies pertained to revenue synergies stemming from a
better offering (notably through better FFP and seat offerings), new routes becoming profitable and better
connectivity for passengers. Cost synergies, thanks to joint purchasing and services, were further identified as
potential efficiencies.
In light of these anti-competitive and efficiency-enhancing effects, the TDLC approved the merger subject
extensive remedies: the remedies were aimed to facilitate entry by new competitors, to prevent abusive
unilateral conduct and to prevent co-ordination risks. These remedies were structural and behavioural, including
slots divestitures, frequent flyer programme extensions, schedule limitations and the obligation on the parties to
resign from one of their alliances, while refraining from joining the alliance joined by Avianca, the parties’
closest competitor in Latin America.
The merger was subject to additional reviews by Chile’s Supreme Court and Constitutional Court and by
Brazilian authorities.174 Chile’s courts confirmed the TDLC judgment, and Brazil’s antitrust authority imposed
remedies in line with the remedies imposed by the TDLC.

123.
Merger remedies are influenced by the fact that mergers are the most integrated and long-lasting
form of airline consolidation, as opposed to alliances which may vary in degree of co-operation and
integration. In the alliance context, airlines may be allies and competitors at the same time. Therefore,
many jurisdictions would remedy alliances’ competition concerns by carving out overlapping routes and
forcing member airlines to remain competitors on these routes. The carved-out routes stay in the hands of
their respective airline. In a merger context, like the Air France/KLM, US/American and LAN/TAM
mergers, the merging parties no longer take business decisions separately and cease to compete altogether
in quite a definitive manner. That is why competition authorities around the world tend to consistently
adopt structural remedies, especially slot, route and gate divestitures (at congested airports), to address
mergers’ anticompetitive risks. Divestitures are the most direct way of allowing third party expansion or
174

The merger was reviewed by CADE and approved by the antitrust agencies of the Brazilian Ministries of
Justice and Finance.
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new entry, as much as horizontal airline mergers are the most direct way of removing a competitor from
the markets. Structural divestitures are combined with behavioural remedies in most merger cases - e.g.
obligations on the merging airlines to ensure combinability of fares, access to loyalty programs and
distribution channels, capacity or price constraints - all of which help sustain the viability of new entrants.
124.
The effectiveness of remedies, including slot divestitures, is sometimes questioned, as they do not
always yield the desired entry or pro-competitive results. An ex post study of the Air France/KLM merger
concludes that the merger, despite extensive remedies, harmed consumers and reduced overall social
surplus.175 This should prompt competition authorities to monitor merger remedies and to carry out regular
assessments of post-merger welfare consequences.176 In countries where mergers are reviewed by
competition authorities, whereas alliances are reviewed by transport authorities (under the immunity
regime), co-operation between these authorities is essential to avoid inconsistencies between merger and
alliance decisions.177
c.

Cartels and horizontal restrictions

125.
Since the liberalisation of air transportation, airlines are free to set their own fares and schedules
and to develop their own business strategy to compete in the air transport markets. Most air transport
markets today are highly concentrated (oligopolistic) following decades of bankruptcy, mergers and
alliances. Unless airlines are subject to antitrust immunity or authorisation in respect of certain collusive
activities, cartel law and enforcement against e.g. airlines’ collusion on competition parameters, such as
fares, schedules, output, capacity or other sensitive information, as well as allocating markets or customers
among them.
126.
Cartel enforcement. The last few years have been marked by the fuel surcharge cartel case which
involved around 20 airlines worldwide. The cartel was investigated by competition authorities around the
world, from New Zealand, to the United States, to the European Union. Participating airlines that were not
granted immunity or amnesty (for whistle-blowing) were subject to sanctions, including fines totalling
US$1.6 billion in the United States and €799 million (US$1.1 billion) in the European Union.178 These
airlines are also facing damage claims in civil courts. This fuel surcharge cartel applied to a large extent to
air freight (cargo), but some airlines were also found guilty of colluding on fuel surcharges in passenger
markets.179 Rather than collusion on final prices, the fuel surcharge cartel reveals airlines’ ability to
175

Brueckner and Pels (2005). The merger did not only bring together Air France and KLM, it also brought
together the old SkyTeam and Northwest-KLM alliances to which each airline was a member.
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Bilotkach and Lakew (2014) argue that airline consolidation leads to more consumer welfare losses in
smaller communities.

177

If antitrust scrutiny and remedies by the competition authority were to become more stringent, airlines
could game around the system by setting up a JV falling short of merger control thresholds to qualify for
alliance review by the transport authority. In fact, no artificial line should be drawn between alliances and
mergers insofar as their review under competition rules is concerned.
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The following airlines were subject to the European Commission’s investigation: Air Canada, Air FranceKLM, British Airways, Cathay Pacific, Cargolux, Japan Airlines, LAN Chile, Lufthansa and Swiss,
Martinair, SAS, Swiss, Singapore Airlines and Qantas.

179

In 2012, the UK OFT (now CMA) issued a decision that British Airways and Virgin Atlantic engaged in
anti-competitive practices relating to pricing of air passenger fuel surcharges on long-haul flights. British
Airways was fined £58.5 million, whereas Virgin escaped fines under the OFT’s leniency policy. See OFT
decision, British Airways and Virgin Atlantic (2012). A similar case was brought by South Africa’s
Competition Commission against South African Airways, SA Airlink, and South African Express Airways
for co-ordination the implementation of a fuel surcharge increase on passenger airline services. A consent
order was approved by the Competition Tribunal, by which commitments and fines were imposed. See
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conspire on an input (fuel) mark-up, while preserving price differentiation at customer level. The cartel
also reveals the width of possible price-fixing in the airline industry, both in geographic scope and in the
number of airlines involved.180
127.
As explained in section 3.2.a. above, airline alliances may also qualify as restrictive agreements,
where they involve e.g. co-ordination on fares, schedules and capacity, or sharing of revenue and profits.
Unless such alliances are granted antitrust exemption or immunity, they may be subject to cartel
enforcement and applicable sanctions. South Africa provides revealing case law regarding the treatment of
alliances under cartel law.
Box 6. SAA/Lufthansa: Cartel enforcement against non-exempted alliance
South African Airways (SAA) applied in 1999 for an exemption for a bilateral agreement with Qantas.181 SAA and
Qantas obtained an exemption from cartel law, which since then has been renewed several time and last time in
2013.182
In the course of evaluating the above SAA/Qantas application, the Competition Commission discovered that SAA had
entered into a number of other bilateral agreements, for which no exemption had been sought. A separate
investigation was opened against these pre-existing agreements. The Commission found that one of these older
bilateral agreements regulated the relationship between Lufthansa and SAA, including meetings and communications
relating to price changes and fare harmonisation on flights which they both operated between Cape
Town/Johannesburg and Frankfurt.
In 2006, the Competition Commission concluded against SAA and Lufthansa’s bilateral agreement. By consent
orders, the Commission imposed sanctions and commitments on both parties. The commitments included the
obligation to adopt compliance programmes, and the prohibition from engaging in any price co-ordination with
competing airlines. The consent orders were approved by judgment of the Competition Tribunal in July 2006.183

128.
Collusion fac(ilita)tors. Three features of the airline industry may facilitate collusion and require
antitrust monitoring: (i) multi-market contacts,184 (ii) IATA, the airlines’ worldwide trade association and
(iii) airlines’ sophisticated IT pricing and marketing platforms, e.g. ATPco, Innovata and OAG.
129.
Multi-market contacts refer to an economic situation where two or more companies compete
against each other in different markets to various degrees. Imagine airlines A and B compete on the
Brussels-New York pair and on the Paris-Chicago pair. Airline A has a higher market share on the first
market, whereas airline B is stronger on the second market. Airlines A and B may thus be in contact
regularly and in different places. This multi-contact situation may lead to a phenomenon called “mutual
forbearance”, i.e. a reduction in the intensity of competition through familiarity, reciprocal incentives and

South African Competition Tribunal decision in Competition Commission and South African Airways, SA Airlink
and South African Express Airways (2006).
180

For further analysis, see LeClair (2012).
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See South African Competition Act 1998, Section 10.
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For the latest renewal see South Africa Competition Commission decision regarding Notice 127 of 2013.
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South Africa, Competition Tribunal cases, Competition Commission v. South African Airways (2006) and
Lufthansa (2006), respectively.

184

See e.g. OECD (1999).
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deterrence.185 For example, if airline A decides to offer a discounted price on Brussels-New York, airline
B may retaliate through lower fares on Paris-Chicago, which can be costly to airline B. To avoid crossmarket price wars, airlines may prefer to compete less vigorously in each of these markets.186 Multimarket contacts may therefore be liable for reduced competition, including higher fares and worse on-time
performance, as evidenced by economic studies.187
130.
The International Air Transport Association (IATA) is the worldwide trade association for
airlines, representing some 240 passenger and cargo airlines and accounting for approximately 85% of total
air traffic.188 It was founded in 1945, and first aimed at providing technical support to ICAO. IATA’s
Tariff and Schedule Conferences, including direct price setting, were established to support a multilateral
interlining system among airlines. IATA’s Tariff Conferences were initially granted antitrust immunity by
competition authorities, including in Australia, the European Union and the United States. But following
growing competition concerns and scepticism as to whether IATA’s price co-ordination was still justified
and necessary, the immunity grants were repealed by 2008.189 As a result, IATA adapted its co-ordination
mechanisms and today’s tariff conferences are limited to setting technical aspects to facilitate interlining.190
In parallel, IATA plays a crucial role in improving e.g. safety, environment and technical standards for the
airline industry. Still, by bringing competitors together and by issuing common standards, antitrust
monitoring is required. This is particularly true where IATA adopts standards that may induce a change in
competition dynamics. For example, IATA recently proposed a New Distribution Capability (NDC), which
is a new model for the provision of personalised pricing offers to air transport consumers.191 The NDC
ticket selling model may improve customer satisfaction through customised offers, but it may as well
weaken competition by making air service quotes less transparent and comparable. Also where IATA
develops industry standards, it should avoid raising entry barriers. One way to ensure market access is by
making standards accessible on a non-discriminatory basis.192 To monitor and control such standards,
certain competition and regulatory authorities, like the US DOT, have put in place a notification system
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In other words, “a prospect of advantage in one market from vigorous competition may be weighed against
the danger of retaliatory forays by the competitor in other markets.” See Edwards, C. (1965), US Senate, as
cited by Pettigrew, A. M., Thomas, H. and R. Whittington (2006), Handbook of Strategy and Management,
Sage; and http://lexicon.ft.com/term?term=multi_market-competition.
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Prince and Simon (2009).
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Miller (2010), Evans and Kessides (1994) and Prince and Simon (2009).
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About IATA: http://www.iata.org/about/Pages/index.aspx.
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The European Union (2006 and 2007), the USA (2007) and Australia (2008) all decided to repeal the
immunities. See IATA (2013), Multilateral Interlining Without Antitrust Immunity: Adapting to a New
Regulatory Environment.
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See
http://www.iata.org/whatwedo/passenger/tariffs/pages/e-tariffs.aspx
on
e-Tariff
http://www.iata.org/whatwedo/workgroups/Pages/tariff-conference.aspx on Tariff Conferences.
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NDC would offer airlines the possibility to make tailored and targeted offers based on the collection of
consumer information. IATA’s Resolution 787 aims to set XML as a technical standard and to introduce
this NDC. The US DOT in Agreement Among Member Carriers of the International Air Transport
Association Concerning an Agreement (Resolution 787) of the Passenger Services Conference, Order to
Show Cause, approved the use of XML as a technical standard but does not exempt the NDC for which an
approval might be required in the future.
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For instance, in 2010, the European Commission revised its rules for the assessment of co-operation
agreements between competitors. The updates mainly affected the standardisation chapter and provided
guidance on ensuring that once a standard has been adopted it is given on "fair, reasonable and nondiscriminatory" (FRAND) terms; see European Commission Press Release, 14 December 2010.
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enabling the authority to determine whether the proposed standards pursue a consumer interest, while
avoiding unnecessary restrictions to competition.193
131.
Last, following price and schedule de-regulation, airlines have developed their own pricing and
marketing schemes, relying often on sophisticated IT platforms. For ticket selling purposes, these
platforms may be found at various levels, including upstream data collection companies (such as ATPco,
OAG and Innovata), intermediate computer reservation system (such as Amadeus, Sabre and Travelport)
and downstream travel agencies (such as Expedia and Orbitz).194 Next-generation fare content distribution
mechanisms are emerging, as illustrated by airlines’ new direct booking systems. Airlines have also
elaborated complex yield management and price discrimination mechanisms to maximise capacity use. The
US DOJ back in 1992 found airlines liable of price-fixing and multi-market co-ordination through ATPco,
and imposed modifications to some of the system features.195 This shows the importance of keeping such
platforms under scrutiny and weighing whether antitrust enforcement is required. An ex post study of the
DOJ settlement questions nonetheless whether it reduced collusion at all: “prices fell in response to the
(DOJ) investigation but increased following the settlement, while the number of tickets sold declined. The
importance of multimarket contact also declined and then recovered. The ATP case has at best a temporary
effect on airline collusion.”196 Today’s increasing complexity and fast pace of marketing platforms,
especially if shared, owned or used by competing airlines, make competition intervention and assessment
uneasy. Often such platforms carry on the potential of bringing efficiencies and consumer benefits. Such
benefits need be evidenced and weighed against potential restrictions of competition. Absent blatant
cartelisation through such platforms, the test would usually revolve around whether the claimed
efficiencies and consumer benefits could (or not) be achieved through less restrictive means.
3.3.

Unilateral practices: exclusion/predation in the airline sector

132.
Competition issues in the airline sector arise more frequently with respect to horizontal forms of
co-operation (i.e. alliances, cartels and mergers) than unilateral conduct. Still, airlines may adopt various
unilateral practices that can be harmful to consumers. Harmful unilateral conducts would commonly
pertain to (a) exclusionary pricing and selling strategies or to (b) restrictions of access to essential inputs.
133.
Such conducts can be caught under antitrust laws only if the company enjoys market power.
Determining whether an airline enjoys market power requires that the relevant markets be carefully
defined. Usually markets are defined on an O&D basis.197 However numerous routes and city pairs
(especially from/to small or remote areas) may only support one carrier, hence competition authorities have
to carefully determine whether the absence of competition is to the result of exclusionary conducts on the
part of that airline, or whether it merely reflects an unavoidable industry structure. In addition, market
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The US DOT has adopted a three-tier notification system for IATA resolutions and best practices,
according to the degree of antitrust risk they may entail. For example, purely technical rule would be in the
low or no-risk tier (tier 1), whereas antitrust-sensitive initiatives that require close scrutiny, approval or
immunity, would fall in the high-risk tier (tier 3).
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Most airlines make their fares and schedules available to data collection companies in real time. These
companies then sell the information to CRSs. CRSs provide IT software able to compute and compare
available flights and quotes. CRS software is used in turn by agencies (on-line agencies like Expedia or
brick and mortar agencies).
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United States District Court for the District of Columbia, United States of America v. Airline Tariff
Publishing Company (1994). For further developments see Borenstein (2004).
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Miller (2010).
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See section 3.1. on market definition.
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power should be assessed not only on a given O&D, but also in light of the airline’s network and alliances
to which it belongs.
a.

Exclusionary pricing and selling strategies

134.
Exclusionary unilateral strategies have a long history in competition law and they are frequently
claimed by plaintiffs, but actual findings continue to be rare. Two main types of unilateral exclusionary
strategies have attracted scrutiny by competition enforcers: predatory pricing strategies and loyaltyenhancing selling strategies.
135.
Predatory pricing. Low pricing by a dominant firm may attract antitrust scrutiny if it enables the
airline to exclude or weaken its competitors, potentially allowing it to charge supra-competitive prices at a
later stage. What may seem effective price competition in the short run may thus harm consumer in the
longer run.
136.
Although most jurisdictions around the world recognise the potentially harmful effects of
predatory pricing, there is no consensus on the legal test. The challenge is indeed to draw a line between
anti-competitive predation and effective competition through meeting a competitor’s price. The legal tests
for such determination usually vary along one or more of the following prongs:198
•

Is the airline charging a price below cost? There is agreement across competition authorities that
“below-cost pricing” is an essential element in a predation case. There is much debate however,
on the cost proxy to determine whether a price is really below cost or not (e.g. should one use
average avoidable costs or average variable costs). Two factors make the price-cost assessment
particularly complex in the airline industry: an airline may prefer to sell a ticket at a highly
discounted price (so-called discounted stand-by fare) rather than to leave a seat empty. As
Professors Areeda and Hovenkamp highlight: "the seat is going out anyway, full or empty, and
any price above the cost of serving the additional passenger will make the additional sale
profitable”. In addition, a high share of airlines’ costs are fixed and common costs, which can be
allocated across the network (a feeder route may be at cost to generate higher profit on the long
haul from the hub), which makes cost calculation and allocation difficult.

•

Would the airline be able to recoup its loss (once competition has been excluded or weakened)?
In some jurisdictions, like the US, the airline’s ability to recoup its loss is an additional condition
for predatory pricing to be deemed unlawful monopolisation.199 Others, like the EU, would not
see recoupment as a necessary factor.200

•

Is there evidence of an exclusionary strategy or scheme on the part of the dominant carrier? Some
jurisdictions may require, as a cumulative or alternative condition, that the airline’s exclusionary
strategy be demonstrated.201

137.
Irrespectively of the differences in legal tests, predatory pricing is one of the most commonly
alleged violations of competition laws with respect to airlines’ unilateral conduct.202 Case law shows that
198

For a recent comparative analysis of predatory pricing tests, see ICN (2012).
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anticompetitive pricing and capacity additions by established carriers. See Oster and Strong (2001).
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investigating and policing predatory pricing is a difficult task. The Lufthansa/Germania decision issued by
the German Bundeskartellamt remains a landmark predatory pricing case involving the airline industry. It
shows e.g. that a predatory pricing claim requires fact-intensive analysis. It also shows that an abuse of
dominance may be established even where the dominant airline’s fare appears on the surface to be higher
than its competitor’s offer.
Box 7. Lufthansa – Predatory pricing: a detailed and comparative pricing analysis
In 2002, the German competition authority (Bundeskartellamt) adopted a decision against Lufthansa for
charging predatory prices for tickets for the Frankfurt-Berlin route, on which Lufthansa was dominant. The
predatory prices and decision concerned mostly business customers.
Until 2001, Lufthansa was the only carrier offering regular flights on the Frankfurt-Berlin route. Its tickets
were priced at €240 one way. In 2001, Germania started operating flights between Frankfurt and Berlin at a
price of €99 for a one-way flexible economy ticket without substantial restrictions. In reaction to this,
Lufthansa introduced a round-trip ticket for €200, to which Germania responded by bringing its one-way ticket
price down to €55. Such a price, however, did not allow Germania to recoup all its costs, so the company raised
its price back to €99, at the same time as Lufthansa raised its prices to €105 also for a one-way ticket.
Although Lufthansa’s and Germania’s one-way offers were similar in price and purchase conditions,
Lufthansa would offer customers additional benefits and services, such as more frequent flights and a FFP. This
led the authority to find that Lufthansa’s price should exceed Germania’s by at least €35 to represent a
comparable offer in terms of price-performance ratio: by charging €105 for its ticket, Lufthansa did not cover
its average total costs per paying customer. Such below-cost pricing constituted an abuse of dominance because
it could be proved that these prices were part of an overall strategy aimed at eliminating competition. The
exclusionary strategy was inferred from the fact that Lufthansa had: i) introduced these new prices only on this
route, ii) deviated from its standard ticket conditions to mirror those offered by Germania and iii) already used
a similar strategy in the past. The authority further established that Lufthansa’s strategy lacked objective
justification, since it could only run Germania out of the market, without helping Lufthansa gain new customers
or increase revenues.
The authority concluded that Lufthansa abused its dominant position on the Frankfurt-Berlin route. It
restricted Germania’s opportunity to compete on the market and deterred entry by other potential competitors,
therefore substantially affecting competition in the market. The authority required that Lufthansa’s one-way
ticket price be at least €35 above Germania’s, when the latter was charging €99 or less for a one-way ticket. If
Germania was to increase its prices between €99 and €134, the only obligation of Lufthansa was to not price its
tickets less than €134. And if Germania was to offer a price exceeding €134, Lufthansa would be free from any
pricing obligation. The measure was applicable with immediate effect for two years.

138.
Other competition authorities around the world have considered claims of predatory pricing in
the airline industry.203 Recently the Turkish Competition Authority (TCA) has reviewed an alleged abuse
of a dominant position through predatory prices by Turkish Airlines. While the authority had come to the
conclusion that no such abuse had been committed,204 Ankara’s Administrative Court annulled the TCA’s
decision,205 and the TCA has opened new investigation in August 2013.206
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139.
In the US, cases of predatory conduct were instigated both by the DoJ and by private plaintiffs
and concerned the response of dominant carriers to the entry of LCCs. For example, the DoJ brought a case
against American Airlines, whereas Spirit Airlines brought a similar case against Northwest Airlines. In
both cases the plaintiffs unsuccessfully argued before the courts that defendants engaged in a predatory
strategy by increasing flight frequency, and adding bigger aircraft that could carry more passengers. The
American Airlines case, summarised below, shows that competition enforcers may take action against
predatory conduct adopted through capacity increase (i.e. incremental actions) without claiming predatory
pricing. Cost calculations were relevant to show a profit sacrifice and the fact that the incremental action
was aimed at excluding competition.

Box 8. American Airlines – Predatory conduct: United States v AMR Corporation
In 2000, the US DoJ brought a case against AMR Corporation, the parent company of American Airlines, alleging
that it had engaged in predatory strategies in four city-pair markets. These markets all involved the airline’s hub at
Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport, where AMR served more than 70% of boarded passengers.
In the 1990s, several LCCs, such as Vanguard, entered various routes operated by AMR and some of them managed
to gain a significant share of these markets. In response, AMR lowered prices to match LCCs’ prices. After 17
months, Vanguard entered into three more city pairs, serving them from Dallas. AMR responded by adding capacity
(by adding flights and switching to larger aircrafts); and changing yield management (by increasing the number of
seats available at the lowest fare). This strategy effectively led Vanguard to exit the Dallas-Wichita route. In the wake
of this exit, AMR raised its prices from $70 to $117, and the number of passengers decreased significantly. A similar
strategy was adopted on other routes against other new entrants: Western Pacific Airlines in the Dallas-Colorado
market and SunJet Airlines in the Dallas-Long Beach market.
The DoJ brought suit under Section 2 Sherman Act alleging that AMR’s strategy sought to “add unprofitable capacity
in order to deprive the LCCs of sufficient passengers to survive on the routes”.207 In its view, such strategy satisfied
the Brooke Group criteria, as it involved the sacrifice of short-term profits that could be recouped once competitors
had exited the market. The DoJ’s challenged focuses on the capacity additions by AMR after the expansion of
Vanguard’s operations from Dallas airport. The DoJ argued that AMR was liable for predatory conduct, by sacrificing
profits on the capacity increase. The ideal measure of cost in a predation case would be marginal cost. Because
marginal cost is difficult to determine on the basis of conventional accounting methods, average variable cost (AVC)
is often used as a proxy. The DoJ argued that in some situations considering only AVC would disguise the nature of
the predatory conduct if it happened through incremental action (i.e. capacity increase). The predatory effect should
thus, in the DoJ’s view, be assessed on the basis of incremental cost. To reliably measure incremental costs that are
incurred when capacity is added, the DoJ put forward four tests:208
- The 1st test sought to demonstrate that adding capacity led to a decline in fully allocated earnings (FAUDNC) and
variable earnings (VAUDNC) and to foregone profits in other markets.209
- The 1st and 4th tests aimed to prove predation on the ground that, by foregoing higher profits in some other routes,
AMR’s strategy had reduced airline’s profitability.
- The 2nd looked into AMR’s long-run costs rather than costs incurred exclusively during the period under
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investigation.
- The 3rd test sought to determine the long-term profitability of certain routes.
- The 4th test purported to measure incremental costs and revenues directly, by showing that profits are sacrificed
when the expected revenue from incremental passengers falls below the average avoidable cost (AAC) resulting from
added capacity.
On appeal, both the District Court and the Court of Appeals rejected all tests, relying instead an overall AVC
standard, and concluded that the Government failed to demonstrate that AMR had priced below an appropriate
measure of cost.210
The grounds on which the courts relied appear to be an incorrect economic analysis, as the approach “wrongly
aggregated predatory conduct with lawful, profitable conduct, and thus camouflaged the anticompetitive nature of the
capacity additions.”211 Moreover, the decisions appear to ignore that profits were sacrificed, meeting the Brooke
Group criterion. Sacrificing profits does not require that overall profits on a route must be negative. Many observers
would argue that the courts did not sufficiently consider the plausibility of the tests (particularly considered jointly),
the consumer harm from the elimination of the competition and deterrence of future competitors, and that AMR’s
own sophisticated variable cost estimates used for corporate decision-making showed AMR was selling extra capacity
at a loss during the period of alleged predation. According to the case record, AMR’s own capacity planning models
suggested the company would benefit from offering less capacity on the routes in question. Thus despite the court
decisions, predatory conduct claims could be reasonably made in response to increased capacity and may be raised in
the future if appropriate fact patterns are present.

140.
Given the specific features of the airline sector, various authors have sought to devise a test that
would allow determining whether established airlines engage in predation, arguing that cost-based tests are
incapable of detecting predation in airline markets. In particular, such costs tests sought to determine the
existence of predation by comparing pre- and post-entry revenues, costs and capacity of the established
airline.212 Hence competition authorities should carefully consider whether the framework traditionally
used to determine if a price is predatory is appropriate to this sector.
141.
Exclusionary selling strategies. Airlines have developed various selling strategies that may be
found abusive or anti-competitive under antitrust law.
210

While the Court of Appeals acknowledged that alternative proxies to marginal cost beyond AVC could be
accepted, it agreed with the District Court’s decision to reject all the tests proposed by the DoJ. With
respect to Tests Two and Three, the courts found that these two tests, which relied on fully allocated costs
and included many fixed costs, would amount to applying an average total cost test, which had been
implicitly ruled out by the Supreme Court in the Brooke Group case where the Court mentioned only
incremental costs. Tests One and Four, on the other hand, “necessarily involve a great deal of speculation
and often result in injury to the consumer and a chilling of competition” since they seek to determine
whether a company has sacrificed some profits to compete more effectively. Moreover, Test One was
found to be invalid as a matter of law since it treated foregone profits as costs, and therefore could
condemn an activity that is profitable as predatory. Test Four, on the other hand, which included arbitrarily
allocated variable costs, was found to be insufficient to satisfy the DoJ’s burden of proof. The Court of
Appeals explained that rather than comparing incremental revenue to average avoidable cost as argued by
the DoJ, Test Four did compare incremental revenue to a measure of both average variable and average
avoidable cost.
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142.
A first type of exclusionary selling strategy can be found in reward schemes aimed to increase
customer loyalty. Such schemes are very common in the airline industry (FFPs and CDSs have been
discussed in section 2.1.) and, if adopted by a dominant airline, may be caught and prohibited under
antitrust law.
143.
Antitrust case law on rebate and discount strategies abounds, which may be anti-competitive
depending on their loyalty-enhancing and exclusionary effects.213 According to competition authorities the
following potentially anticompetitive effects should be considered when assessing loyalty programmes in
any industry:
•

Tying effects: one product must be purchased with another product and affect consumers’ choice;

•

Foreclosure effects: access to the market is made more difficult by the lock-in effect created by
the scheme discounts;

•

Loyalty effects: tying consumers to one supplier by offering benefits that trigger extensive
behavioural loyalty.214

144.
In the airline sector, discounting would usually be granted, among other benefits, as part of an
airline’s CDS.215 Exclusionary effects may also arise from FFP or CDS benefits other than monetary
discounts (e.g. priority boarding). The difficulty with assessing their effect on competition relates to the
difficulty of drawing a legal test that takes the complex characteristics and conditions of the FFPs and
CDSs into account. Emch, for example, argues that “many of the FFP’s specific features may be at odds
with the law [on rebates] as it stands”.216 Therefore, loyalty-enhancing strategies adopted by airlines with
market power should be assessed on a cautious case-by-case basis.
145.
A rare example of antitrust enforcement against an airline’s FFP is provided by the Swedish
Competition Authority (SCA).217 The SCA found SAS liable for abusing its dominant position by
extending its EuroBonus programme to domestic flights. SAS had a market share of approximately 70% in
the Swedish market for scheduled domestic passenger flights. The SCA concluded that EuroBonus
programme had strong loyalty-inducing benefits hampering competition from alternative carriers.218 On
appeal, the Swedish Market Court considered that the programme was capable of distorting market
incentives, especially when the person accruing the benefits (i.e. the employees) was not the one paying for
the programme (i.e. the employer). The Court also found that EuroBonus programme could be used to
influence prices by reducing customers’ responsiveness to price, and that the programme had a priceraising effect. The Market Court therefore confirmed the SCA’s finding that SAS’s programme had
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exclusionary effects. It prohibited the EuroBonus programme on domestic routes where SAS or any airline
cooperating with SAS faced competition, as well as on routes considered by new entrants.219
146.
Another type of exclusionary selling strategy that may be adopted by airlines to foreclose or limit
competition consists in prevent agencies that sell their tickets from dealing with new entrants. In South
Korea, for example, the KFTC found in 2010 that Korean Air and Asiana Airlines abused their dominant
position in the domestic and international air passenger markets by effectively restricting travel agencies
from offering LCCs’ air tickets. Both airlines managed to impose such restrictions by threating travel
agencies with “limited or unfavourable ticket supply for business seasons and popular routes” in case they
were dealing with LCCs.220 Moreover, to further increase the effectiveness of its foreclosure strategy,
Korean Air offered conditional rebates to major travel agencies.
147.
If travel agencies’ inability to sell tickets can effectively block new entrants from accessing a
share of the consumers, such practices may be anti-competitive. The extent to which market entry depends
on the access to travel agents may be country specific and more important in countries with low Internet
access or usage. In countries where Internet is widely used for direct ticket booking, the risk of foreclosure
through agents is lower.
b.

Refusals to grant access to essential inputs

148.
Another way for airlines to exclude or to limit competition is by restricting competitors’ access to
essential inputs, i.e. scares inputs that are necessary to operate. Such essential inputs may consist in e.g.
physical or technical infrastructure, such as airport slots, gates, feeder access or check-in systems.221 The
question here is whether access restrictions are caused by the airlines and can be caught under antitrust
law. In general access restrictions may give rise to antitrust concerns essentially if (i) the airline under
scrutiny enjoys market power, (ii) the airline has control over the input access, and (iii) the restricted input
is in fact essential to enter and compete on the market. In these cases, market power should be assessed at
the input market level, i.e. the upstream market where airlines acquire the inputs necessary to compete
downstream in the provision of air transport services.
149.
Slot restricting strategies would differ depending upon the slot allocation regime in force.222
Under a primary allocation system, an airline may adopt a slot-hoarding strategy, i.e. use unprofitable slots
only to keep them. 223 Under a secondary slot trading system, slot holders could refuse to sell or lease their
slots to new entrants or expanding competitors, and could favour instead partners or weak players. They
could also impose non-compete conditions or restrictions on further slot acquisitions. These strategies may
in any case amount to an abuse of dominance or unlawful monopolisation only if the slots are essential for
the entrant to compete on the downstream market. If slots at nearby airports are available and would enable
competing airlines to offer services on the same city pair, access restrictions may hardly be seen as
distorting competition.
150.
To date, it appears that courts have not yet ruled on slot-restriction strategies under abuse of
dominance or monopolisation rules. This is because detection of such strategies is difficult and competition
authorities may need to examine profitability data on each specific route to determine if the use of the slots
219
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is unprofitable and therefore could be deemed abusive.224 The European Commission’s decision in Sea
Containers v. Stena Sealink, although in a different sector, sets an interesting precedent, to the extent that it
considers slots to be an essential facility.225 In this case, Sea Containers, a new competitor, successfully
argued under abuse of dominance case, that Stena Sealink refused access to ‘berth slots’ that were
necessary for the operation of a new ferry service. Sealink offered in the end to grant access to slots at
times considered by Sea Containers to be essential.226
4.

Conclusion

151.
The airline sector has undergone a significant evolution in the last four decades. The focal point
of this evolution is the widespread shift from regulation to liberalisation and de-regulation that has taken
place in various parts of the world. This shift has transformed the structure of the airline sector and has, in
many ways, affected its competitive intensity. On the one hand, low-cost carriers have entered the market,
triggering a sector-wide evolution in airlines’ business models and have increased competition in the
industry. On the other hand, diverse forms of horizontal co-operation have flourished, mostly through
alliances, which increased consolidation of the industry. Barriers to entry moreover remain and evolve,
resulting from limited infrastructure (such as airport slots) and airlines’ own strategies (such as frequent
flyers programmes). These changes and current industry features raise challenges and affect the assessment
that competition authorities must carry out. This assessment is even more crucial given the lack of a level
playing field, the fast-moving environment and the importance of the airline sector to the global economy
and consumers.
152.
This Background Note explained why and how horizontal forms of co-operation have become the
defining dynamic of the airline sector, to the point that alliance competition has to some extent replaced
airline competition. The Note has also stressed that there is no single enforcement mechanism that
competition authorities use to examine the effects of airline alliances on competition. Given the crossborder nature of airline services, the lack of harmonised mechanism creates scope for conflicting
assessment of alliances.
153.
Cross-border airline mergers are limited by nationality restrictions contained in bilateral air
services and open skies agreements. The removal of these restrictions would unleash further liberalisation
and open up opportunities for additional merger synergies. International mergers, as well as domestic
mergers of airlines with international networks, make co-operation between competition authorities even
more of essential importance.
154.
The overview of mergers and alliances revealed the difficult task of determining and weighing in
their respective competition risks and potential efficiencies. This is particularly true given the network
structure, hybrid business models and multi-market contacts that characterise the airline industry. Although
competition authorities have at their disposal a wide range of remedies, of which slot divestitures and route
carve-outs are the ones most frequently imposed, their adequacy and effectiveness is questioned. This
should prompt further ex post assessment as to whether they are and remain effective to enhance consumer
welfare overall.
155.
While competition concerns in the airline sector arise more frequently with respect to horizontal
co-operation forms (i.e. alliances, mergers or cartels), airlines’ unilateral strategies may also entail
competition risks. This Note examined whether current legal standards are able to detect and address anti224
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competitive behaviour in the airline industry. In particular, it remains to be seen whether predatory pricing
tests are robust enough to detect airlines’ predatory strategies through both price cuts as well as non-price
instruments (such as capacity addition). Also, as countries increasingly consider allowing slot trading
between airlines, it remains to be seen how exclusionary slot-holders’ tactics could be effectively
apprehended under antitrust laws.
156.
The competition concerns addressed in this Note highlight the central role competition authorities
must play in ensuring effective airline competition, to the benefits of air transport consumers.
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